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FOREWORD 
 
 
 

 This analytical index of the Original Constitutions   of St. Gaspar Bertoni 
was prepared in the early 1960’s. by the late Fr. Luigi BENAGLIA,CSS, who died 
on December 3, 1988, in his 89th year.  It was Fr. Benaglia’s hope and intention at 
one time that a similar comprehensive Index might be prepared for all the 
Founder’s writings. 
 
 Fr. Benaglia carefully transcribed by type-writer the hand-written  
principal spiritual writings of St. Gaspar – and this work comprises five large 
volumes of material for study. 
 
 Fr. John ZAMPIERI, CSS, Secretary General of the Congregation from 
1982 – 1988 then Xeroxed these volumes and they were distributed to  each 
Provincial House. 
 
 Fr.  Pasquale CAVALLO, CSS, and his youth group,  then accomplished 
the computerization of this Stigmatine treasure. 
 
 
 

† 
††† 

† 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

THE SOURCES OF THE ORIGINAL CONSTITUTIONS 
 

A. BIBLICAL 
 

Old Testament 
 

Constitution Number 
 

EXODUS      150 
SIRACH  17:12    280 
   30:24    283 
   44:6    131 
ISAIAH  6:6-8    186 
JEREMIAH  1:6    186 
PROVERBS  13:16    299 
1 KINGS [Samuel] 2:3 Scientiarum Dominus  65 
PSALMS  38:2, ff.   255 
   118:66   222 
   132:1    190 

 

New Testament 
 

MATTHEW  5:23, f.   191 
7:3    205 

   18:15    196 
   19:14    166 
JOHN   13:55    187 
   17:22 [Text refers to c.16] 266 
ACTS   2:2     51 
   4:32    189 226 
   4:35    232 
ROMANS  12:3    123 
1 CORINTHIANS 2:2     51 
   3:18    124 
2 CORINTHIANS 11:2    109 
PHILIPPIANS 1:6    185 
GALATIANS  5:13    195 
   6:10    188 
EPHESIANS  4:26    191 
   6:4    166 
COLOSSIANS 4:6    276 
1 TIMOTHY  5:8    188 
   5:17    217 
2 TIMOTHY  2:4    270 
APOCALYPSE 1:8     51 
 

††† 
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B. FATHERS, DOCTORS OF THE CHURCH,  SAINTS 
& AUTHORITATIVE  SOURCES 

 
AUGUSTINE, St. , De Serm.  Dom. In Monte, Bk 2, c. 41 136 
   Letter 43 [or, 163?] ad Eleus.  261 
   Letter 109     131 
   Rule c. 2     228 
    2. 28     239 
    c. 34     205 
ALPHONSUS Liguori, St.       53 
AMBROSE, St. De Off. I,  10    255 

20 256 
XVIII     129 
XIX     130 – 134 260 

ARISTOTLE  VIII Eth. 5     251 
ATHANASIAS, St. De Inc., ad finem     65 
   Life of St. Anthony    274 
BASIL, St.        256 
   Letter 55      260 
   Shorter Rule 155    236 

170 217 
292 166 
303 220 
311    276 282 

   Longer Rule 5    267 
7 268 
13    226 234 
20    248 249 

     27    304 305 
     34    194 209 
     36    208 213 
     41, c. 2   235 

48 299 
49 204  
54 300 
70 259 
235 123 

1st Serm. De Inst. Mon.   211, f. 
2nd Serm. “      “      “   214 215 218 220 
Serm. De Obed. Vera   210 

BENEDICT, St. Rule  3     298 
7 121 
34 233 
35 236, f. 
65 298 

BERNARD, St. Letter 8     283 
   Serm. 30 On  Canticles   231 
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BONAVENTURE, St. De Sex Aliis Seraph. C. 4  238 
    Constitutions OFM   312 
BOINIFACE VIII,  Pope In Clem.     201 
CASSIAN, St. JOHN Collationes II, c. 11  151 
      XIV, c. 16  217 
      XVI, c. 6  226 
      XVI, c. 8  197 
      XXIV, c. 20  253, f. 
CLEMENTINE I, De Priv.     297 
   Dudum de Sepult., c. III, 7   201 
CONSTITUTIONS OP [Dominican] d. V, c. 3, n. 4  310 
        c. 18, n. 1  311 
   OFM [Franciscan] ed. Gugl. Farin. 312 
   SJ [Jesuit] [cf. IGNATIUS]   224 313 314 
COUNCILS Moguntium, can. 14     273 
  Nannet.  c. 4      292 
GREGORY, the GREAT, St Hom. 24 in Ev.  288 
     Reg. Post., c. 7  186 
GREGORY NAZIANZEN, St. Oratio 26 De Moder. 200 203 
IGNATIUS LOYOLA, St. Compen. Const. N.9  200 203 
    Const. P. 8, c. 1, n. 3  224 
    In examen. C. 4, n. 8  314 
INNOCENT II, Pope  In Cap., Cum ad Mon.   237 
JEROME, St.  Letter 232 ad Eustach., c.25  252 
   Letter 125, ad Rusticum, c. 15  147 
   Proem, ad Regulam    237 
   Regula Monach., c. 29   240 
JOSEPH, Asbbot [cf. Cassian]     197 
LEO III, Pope       273 
LUPO, Writer, regarding the Sick     240    
OPTATUS MELITANUS, De Schisma Donat. B.2  261 
PACHOMIUS De Statu Monach. cc. 20, 22, 23  237 
PETAVIUS  Dogma      153 
ROBERT BELLARMINE, SJ, St. Catechism   51 
     Controversies  53 
SIXTUS V, Pope       29 
SMARAGDUS In Reg. S.Benedicti,c. 34   308 
   c. 3,  ex Paulo et Steph., Abb.  309 
SORIO        274 
SOZOMENUS Hist., b. 1, 13     274 
SUAREZ, SJ, Francis, De Religione S.J.   main source 
TERESA of AVILA, St.      251 
THEODORETUS Hist., b. 4, cc.24 & 26   275 
THOMAS AQUINAS, St. II-II,  q. 168, 2   256 
     q. 187. 2   284 

 
††††† 
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C. VERBAL INDEX 
 
ABANDONMENT 
 - God will  fulfill His Plan     185 
 - ministries       187 
 - obedience       184 
 - sure guide, superiors     151 
ABBOT 
 - Abraham [cf. CASSIAN]    253 
 - Joseph  [cf. CASSIAN]    197 274 275 
 - care for the sick      237 
 - St. Benedict     121 233 236 298 
ABED 
 - the sick       293 
ABHOR 
 - anything contrary to charity    190 
ABILITY 
 - in teachers       175 
ABJECT 
 - to be accepted      104 
ABRAHAM   [cf. ABBOT;  CASSIAN 
ABSENCE  
 - letters to those a.      257 
ABSOLUTE 
 - avoidance of  obstinacy    200 
    laziness    49 113 
    disharmony    199 
    crudity     256 
    offenses    200 
 - observance       281 
 - advantage of a. power     301 
ABSTINENCE 
 - from worldly matters     273 
 - from food, drink      112 
 -  supper      250 
ABUNDANCE 
 - in care  for the sick     237 
 - of expense to be excluded    135 
ABUSE 
 - in disputes       203 
ACCEPTANCE 
 - of persons to be avoided     233 245 290 
 - confreres’ visits      253 
 - of penance       44 112 156 
 - of gifts       103 
 - of tasks for another [cf. ANTHONY; ABBOT]  274 
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ACCOMODATED 
 - ministries       262 
ACCOMODATION 
 - of  principles      274 
ACCOMPLISH 
 - God’s Will through Obedience    146 
ACCORD 
 - between good works, virtues    132 
 - in charity       209 227 
 - Ambrose and Basil     256 
 - Jerome and Pachomius     237 
ACCOUNT 
 - required of Superiors     220 
ACQUISITION 
 - ill-gotten goods – no!     297 
 - of humility       121 
 - temporal goods to be limited    90 
 - not impeded by vow     88 
 - of food at a good price     249 
ACTIVITY 
 - special attention for exterior a.    201 
 - evil in itself       288 
 - it is not evil to visit an extern    282 
 - evil effects       201 
 - discern  its propriety     288 
 - in harmony with  the religious state   282 
 - contrasts to be avoided     201 
 - convenient and descent     285 
 - constancy in candidates     26 
 - criteria to judge      288 
 - decent       28 
 - exposed to the danger of sin    309 
 - illicit to be denounced     309 
 - moderate bodily a.      128 
 - not to be sought directly     185 
 - inquisitive about a superior’s a.    299 
 - prescribed in the Novitiate    32 
 - prohibited by law      288 
 - proportionate      181 
 - right intention      173 
 - serious and joking      128 
 - spiritual a. of meditation, penance   31 
ACTS OF THE APOSTLES [cf. APOSTLES; EARLY CHURCH] 
 - cited        189 226 232 
 - Summaries - one heart …  [Ac 2]   189 
   -   “       “    [Ac 4]   226 
 - distributing according to one;s need   232 
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ACTUAL 
 - use of clothing      100 
ADD 
 - the Acts a.       226 
 -  the Council of Magonza     273 
 - St. Basil       212 305 
 - St. John Climacus       207 
 - St John Chrysostom     230 
ADJUST 
 - modesty makes adjustments    133 
ADMINISTRATION 
 - of sacraments,  Stigmatine principal ministry [END] 162 
 - of temporal goods       88 
ADMIRATION 
 - care for the sick in Egypt     237 
 - for development in charity    223 
 - for unity of spirit      229 
ADMISSION 
 - into the Congregation       9 39 
 - to Profession      158 
 - of theories contrary to Church doctrine   198 
ADMONITION [cf. EXHORTATION] 
ADMONITOR  
 - of the Superior General, a necessity   304 
 - qualities       305 
AESTHETICS 
 - of the saints      131 
AFFAIR 
 - decisions of minor importance    303 
 - that depend on decisions     301 
 - just, not to be neglected     273 
 - Judas       195 
 - pious, not without permission    289 
 - more serious reserved for Chapter   302 
 - community consent     302 
 - require care       131 
 - discouraged by St. Paul     270 
 - worldly, to be avoided    270 273 282 285 
 - it is never worldly to be charitable   287 
AFFECTATION 
 - in conduct, clothing     134 
 - in one’s  gait      129 
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AFFECTION 
 - for the Congregation in candidates    26 
 - diminished by dissension      19, f. 
 - not in particular friendships    220 
 - influence opinions      199 
 - maternal yearning in the sick    240 
 - special for material  goods    201 
AFFIRMATION 
 - stubborn, proud      206 207 
 - proceeds from pride     206 
AGE 
 - suitable for brothers’ work     25 
 - for candidates for the priesthood     26 
 - for the Admonitor      305 
 - excessive, or lacking      22 
 - stages in education     203 
 - minimum for Stigmatines       9 
 - for Minor Orders       70 
 - for the priesthood       71 
AGRICULTURE 
 - to be studied       54 
ALACRITY 
 - in  study       125 
ALEXANDRIA 
 - visited by the Abbot, Anthony    175 
ALIENATION  
 - a. to charity       218 
 -      to religious state     288 
 - of founded houses      302 
 - in restitution      295 
 - visits a. to religious state     282 
ALL 
 - a. things to a., like the Apostles    272 
ALMS [cf. COLLECTION BASKETS[ 
 - to be excluded       93 
 - doubtful gifts, not accepted as a.   297 
 - as expiation for sin      293 
 - excluded       297 
ALPHA/ OMEGA 
 - Jesus Christ      51 
ALPHONSUS LIGUORI, St. 
 - his moral theology to be studied    53 
ALTAR 
 - burning coal      186 
ALWAYS 
 -  discourses a.  offered gracefully   276 
 - solitude a. to be more desired    154 
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AMBITION 
 - lessen its occasions     301 
AMBROSE, St., Father of the Church  
 - noted       256 
 - praiseworthy conduct     130 
 - speaking, touching      255 
 - decorous poverty      134 
 - praiseworthy bearing     129 
 - danger of easement     256 
 - letter from St. Basil     260 
ANGEL 
 - obedience to be imitated     143 
 - angelic office of religious     109 
ANGER 
 - to be overcome before sunset    191 
 - not to provoke children     166 
 - not to degrade into hatred    205 
ANIMALS 
 - more a. than human     279 
ANNIVERSARY 
 - observance excluded      92 
ANNOTATIONS 
 - in books prohibited     101 
ANNUL 
 - Congregation can a. simple vows    87 
ANTONY, St., Abbot 
 - Abbot [cf. ATHANASIAS; SURIO; SOZIMENO] 274 
 - Alexandria       275 
 - preached in  the city     275 
 - contacts with others     274 
 - SUIiro and Sozimeno speak of him   275 
 - Theodoretus does, too!     275 
 - biography written by Athanasias    274 
ANTIPATHY 
 - to be avoided      205 
ANTIQUITY  [EARLY CHURCH] 
 - religious orders       30 
 - harm to ancient customs     203 
 - ancient discipline      208 
ANTIPHON 
 - Asperges  - in visits to the sick    292 

APOSTOLATE [cf. APPROPRIATE; GRAVE; PROPER; VARIED] 
 - first: our fellow Stigmatines    188 262 
 - norms       267 284 297 
 - disordered       283, f. 
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APOSTLE [cf. ACTS; EARLY CHURCH] 
 - example, cited by Basil     259 
 - to be imitated      272 
 - holy        273 
 - worked for spiritual good     273 
 - lived a state of perfection     272 
 
APOSTOLIC MISSION [END] 
 - circumstances regulate the apostolate   280 
 - offer Masses for the success of    162 
 - the ‘Grade’  for the  more important   85 
 - Assumed by the 1st class       7 
 - prime task of the Congregation      2 
 - dependence on Bishops       2 
 - direction of the Missions       76 
 - the changing ministries according to time and place    2 
   - appropriata    262 277 
   - graviora       158 262 
   - varia et propria    185 
 - ordinary participation      75 

APPARATUS 
 - exclude superfluities     284 
 - modesty in exteriors     133 
 - limited to necessity     134, f. 
 - cleanliness       134 
 - simple       135 
 - avoid sumptuousness     248 
APPLICATION 
 - to difficult ministries     284 
 - methods  learned in school    176 
 - of principle       253 
APPROPRIATE 
 - ministries       262 277, ff. 
APPROVAL 
 - by the Church      2 198 
APTITUDE 
 - for special studies       71 
 - for lesser duties       72 
 - discernment of the candidates’ a.    28 
 - lack of a., an impediment      19 
 - lack of one’s a.       27 
ARCHITECTURE 
 - to be studies       54 
 - Father A., minor official      80 
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ARDUOUS 
 - and difficult ministries     185 
 - importunate to be avoided    131 
 - patience in hardships     121/9 
ARISTOTLE [Philosopher] 
 - on Friendship      251 
AROUSE 
 - hatred by dissent      201 
 
 
ARRIVAL 
 - of guests       248 253 
ART 
 - beautiful, matter of study      54 
 - exercised by the Brothers      78 
 - inability to learn, an impediment     18 
 - honor promotes a.      181 
 - not prohibited      287 
 - example offered by Postulants     31 
 - incapable against pertinacity    207 
ASPECT 
 - exterior, to be controlled     136 
 - decorous for candidates      26 
 - ostentation under a. of service    136 
 - serves edification       26 
ASPERGES 
 - of the sick       292 
ASSIGN 
 - of companion on leaving the house   106 
 - meditation and prayer     110 
 - corporal work      113 
 - places of honor      181 
ASSISTANCE [cf. SERVICE] 
 - of Bishops       1 2 185 
 - to the fatigued      234 
 - to the sick       238 
 - to the Apostolic Missionaries      7 74 
 - to the dying – a Stigmatine apostolate   291 297 
 - to charity, common life     227 
 - in the house for the Priests     78 
 - the correction of others     264 
 - in the formation of clerics     164 
 - of the Brothers       81 
 - of the Director        8 
 - Improper activities      285 
 - Councilors of the Superior    303 
 - on the part of incapacitated students     77 
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 - by the fruit of one’s labor     287 
 - divine on apostolate     284 
 - dutiful       232 
 - efficacious for chastity     111  
 - spiritual needs      234 
 - in poverty       134 
 - not accepting of others     219 
 - mutual       234 
 - harmonious       228 
 - in making wills, discouraged    294 
ASSOCIATIONS 
 - Stigmatine apostolate     163/5 
ATHANASIAS, St. – Greek Father of the Church 
 - biography of Antony of the Desert, model  274 
 - of the  purity of the saints      64 
ATTENTION 
 - to St. Thomas’ counsel     256 
 - to  the celebration of Mass     47 
 - pay no a. to the expenses for guests   247 
AUGUSTINE, St. – Latin Father of the Church  
 - regarding ostentation     136 
 - obstinacy in the young     209 
 - arguments       205 
 - religious harmony      228 
 - letter writing      261 
 - care of the sick      238 
 - propriety in gestures     131 
 - Rule   [cf. RULE] 
AUTHORITY  
 - to  elect directors      306 
 - of the common view     300 
 - delegated by the Superior General   307 
 - of the Instructor of those in formation   134 
 - in the hands of one alone     301 
 - required to correct      196 
 - tempered in punishments     301 
AVERSION 
 - sign of particular friendship    219 
AVID 
 - for solitude       254 
AWAKEN 
 - examen of  conscience on awakening    47 

 
 

+ 
+++ 

+ 
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BAD-MOUTHING  
 - contrary to charity      216 
 - born of particular friendships    209 216 
BASE 
 - acceptance of what is the more b. and abject  220 
 - consider oneself to be b., lowly- 6th Degree  121/6 
 - lowly and earthly      197 
BASIL, St. – Greek Father of the Church 
 - cited        210 256 
 - writes to Ambrose      260 
 - cautious with the world     268 
 - cites the Apostles      259 
 - against murmuring      194 
 - against particular friendships    208 213 220 
 - Chapter of Faults      300 
 - seek counsel      289 
 - communicate edifying news    259 
 - moderate the desire to know – studiosness  123 
 - superiors’ Admonitor     304 305 
 - treatment of guests     248 249 
 - Christian education of youth    166 
 - hilarity in recreation     256 
 - obedience to superior      299 
 - love for one another    217 214 215 220 
 - letter writing      260 
 - care of the sick      235 236 
 - poverty, aid to charity     226 
 - separation from the world     267  
 - visits to externs      276 2782 
 - superior  resolves controversies    204 
 - blood ties       218 
 - writes to Ambrose      260 
 - advantages of common life    234 
BEAUTY 
 - the saints sought b.     131 
 - of common life      130 
 - of life       131 
 - to dwell in the same house    190 
  
BED 
 - examen before going to b.     47 
 - directives       91 94 100 
 - priests approaching the sick b.    293 
BEGINNINGS 
 - resist!       203 
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BELONG 
 - opinions pertain to the intellect    197 
BENEDICT, St. 
 - special needs at table     233 
 - obey the Superior      298 
 - 12 Grades of Humility     121 
 - care of the sick      236, f. 
BENEFICE 
 - immunity from b.        4 
BENEFIT 
 - mutual, element of charity     95 
BERNARD, St. – About – the ‘last of the Fathers’   
 - think first of self in salvation    281 
 - special needs at table     231 
BETTER 
 - instruction of penitents     277 
 - opinion: only one to rule     301 
BIRTH 
 - illegitimate,   impediment      14 
BISHOP 
 - directives of B. essential for our ministries  1 185 
 - no remuneration from B.     184 
 - orthodox, chosen by the Holy Spirit   185 
 - obsequium  - end of Congregation      1 
 - study of Episcopal decrees     53 
BLESSING 
 - of water for visiting the sick    292 
 - of the infirm       293 
BLOOD 
 - ties not important      210 
 - separated from b. relationships    207 
BODY 
 - common b. in the religious life    226 
 -weaknesses are assisted     234 
 - defects that render one less apt     22 
 -  hidden  pain      239 
 - faculties for brothers       7 
 - the Congregation, as a b.     56 262 
 - bodily work       113 
 - moderation       128 
 - some indications of bodily strength in Postulants  31 
 - joyful   response      253, f. 
 - sustenance of b.       97 
 - humility also bodily     121/1 
 - use of b.       100 
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BOLDNESS 
 - in accepting ministries     185  186 
 - in castigating      196 
 -  in disputes, to be avoided    203 
BONAVENTURE, St., OFM, Doctor of the Church 

- Franciscan Constitutions     312 
- on the care of the infirm     238 

BOND 
 - of  spirit and heart among confreres   257 
BONIFACE VIII, Pope 
 - annotations prohibited     101 
 BOOK 
 - annotations prohibited     101 
       Specific: 
 - Bellarmine: Catechism      52 
   Controversies     53 
 - Liguori: Moral       53 
 - Petavius: Dogma       53 
 - offenses eliminated     200 
 - for each student       61 
 - scholastic       174 177 
 - use of book; norms      94  95 101 
BORN 
 - of charity, accord      209 
 - care of confreres in Superior    269 
 - of good works, from confession    277 
BOTHER 
 - by others, sign of particular friendship   219 
 - a not bothersome relief     253 
BRIEF 
 - prayers, explained to the young    173 
BULL, Papal  
 - of Sixtus V, Pope       29 

 
+ 

+++ 
+ 
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CALL 
 -  respond to the infirm at any hour   292 294 
CALLIGRAPHY 
 - subject matter to study      54 
CAPACITY 
 - of Novice for teaching catechetics    37 
 - in intelligence, piety in 1st Class      7  26 
 - rewards proportionate to     187 
 - to be kept in mind in penances    178 
 - offices distributed according to c.   220 
CARE 
 - of an Abbot       237 
 - of the spiritual formation of candidates   155 
 - of common health      241 
 - perpetual c. of particular persons – prohibited    4 290 
 - defects healed by correction    207 
 - entrusted with the spiritual c. of religious   111 
 - freedom of students from other c.    59 
 - freedom from c. of monks, nuns       4 
CASE 
 - that might occur      256 
 - in which private vow ceases     83 
CASSIAN, Monk –  
 - comments on Ac 4:32     226 
 - contrasts of opinion     197 
 - joyful reception of confreres    255, f. 
 - respect for priests      217 
 - the will of superiors     151 
CASUISTRY 
 - to be studied       53 
CATECHISM/ CATECHETICS [ cf. the END of the Congregation] 
 - matter of Stigmatine study     55 
 - Bellarmine’s to be learned by heart    51 
 - beginning of Stigmatine life of study    51 
 - taught by Novices to children     37 
 - taught in our schools     170 
 - some c. required in Novitiate     37 
 - weekly       170 
 - sublime Stigmatine ministry   72 163  165 182 
 - recited and studied      37  51 170 
 - Roman, matter of special study     51 
CATHOLIC 
 - the Early Church      261 
 - converse  with hidden C.     286 
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CAUSE 
 - likeness is c. forever     227 
 - c. of divisions      191 
 - dissent, c. of division     201 
 - legitimate c. for dissolution of vows    89 
CAUTION 
 - in contact with the world     269 
 - care of speech      255 
 - regarding women      108 114 
 - with one’s neighbor     283 
 - for chastity       210 
 - not to err in the Lord’s way    185 
CEDE [ cf. CONCESSION] 
 - to know when to c. in disputes    200 
CESSATION 
 - of spiritual harmony     256 
 - of seriousness      256 
 - of a private vow       83 
CHAIRS 
 - of philosophy and theology accepted    67 
CHANT 
 - ecclesiastical, to be studied     45 
 - some aspects prohibited      45 
 - no study after diaconate      45 
CHAPLAINCIES 
 - certain c. to be avoided      92 
CHAPTER 
 - deliberative for important matters   302 
 - of faults       300 
 - General, in  St. Bonaventure’s time   312 
CHARACTERISTIC 
 - poverty for religious     226 

CHARITY 

 In General 
  - most ordered: first, the  Stigmatines! 188 262 
  - its intention      282 
  - unites      266 
  - ordered      262 

 Christ’s for us 
  - special for St. John    217 

 Toward God 
  - fervent in love for God    252 
  - increases with spiritual progress   221 
  - fruit of disdain for the world   225 
  - fruit of poverty     225 
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  - fruit of humility     225 
  - to be inculcated in students   172 
  - produces disdain for worldly goods  225 
  - progress in love for God    283 

 Toward Christ 
  - increases with spiritual progress   221 

 Toward One’s Neighbor 
  - to each according to merit 214 215 216 217 220 
  - agreement in unanimous charity   209 
  - charitable admonitions    196 
  - excessive love not from c.   219 
  - fullness of charity     216 
  - active toward guests    241 244 245 
  - increases admirably    223 
  - increases through  discourses   265 
  -     “                “ spiritual progress  221 
  - develops through meditation   223 
  - regarding one’s own salvation   262 
  - commended by God for all   280 283 
  - common and equal to all   208 214 215 216 
  - conciliated by humility, virtue   223 
  - conserved, increased, perfected  216 218 220 262 283 
  - external realities useful for c.   224 
  - each receives honor due   195 214 215 217 
  - damaged by contrasts    197 199 
  - denunciation out of charity    47 
  - desires to meet needs    231 
  - diminished by less esteem   197 
  - discretion      214 
  - dissension harmful to c.    190 192 
  - due to all, especially to confreres  188 208 220 
  - and the Trinity     266 
  - excellence      266 
  - principal element     195 
  - excludes envy, murmuring, complaining 193,f. 216 
  - exhortation      190 
  - avoids inferior manners    195 
  - increased by letters, correspondence  260 
  -      common recreation  251 
  - fraternal      265 
  - fruit of obedience     224 

   common life    227 
  - great       245 
  - incomparable     266 
  - initial to develop     260 
  - injured by preferences    220 
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  - praised by Scripture    190 
  - measured  by self-love    283 
  - moderation      214 
  - multiplies the individual    266 
  - preferred to domineering, commanding  195 
  - toward guests     243 
  - in receiving others     245 
  - does not point out defects   193 
  - not particular friendship    208 
  - does not injure, offend    195 220 
  - c., norm of early Christians   189 
  - does not exclude  right order   216 
  - offended by Superiors    220 
  - its perfection     197 220 
  - comes from love of self    283 
  - comes from serving others   195 
  - public      212 
  - accomplishes  the impossible   266 
  - religious      195 218 
  - respect for neighbor    195 
  - respects time & place    220 
  - misunderstandings rectified   191 
  - sign of vocation     187 
  - disturbed by singularity    231 
  - virtue of the lowly     225 
  - union      197 266 
  - universal      245 

CHASTITY       

     In general 
 - cautions regarding women    107 114 
 - on leaving the house     106 
 - of soul and body      109 
 - difficulties and dangers     111 
 - regarding books      174 
 - purpose and manner     105 

   In Particular       110 
 - its absence – an impediment     19 

 Negative Means 
  - avoid excessive familiarity   115 
  -      “    laziness     113 
  -      “    particular friendships   115 220 
  - secret colloquies     116 
  - rule of touch     117 
  - moderate intake of  food    112 
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Positive Means       
  - manifestation of conscience   111 
  - cloister      105 
  - manual labor     113 
  - meditation      110 
  - modesty      119, f. 
  - prayer      110 
  - perfection to be acquired    109 
  - present chaste virgins to Christ – espousals 109 
  - necessary for the Congregation      6 
  - necessary for the religious life    48 
CHILDREN 
 - castigated by parents     178 
 - confessions of c., Stigmatine ministry [cf. END]  72 183 
 - signs of the Kingdom     166 
 - emulation       181 
 - increase their goodness     168 
 - instructions by young priests     72 
 -   novices     37 
 -   ‘Professed’     182 
 - lead c. to Jesus Christ     166 
 - explain value of prayer     173 
 - correct, educate – not provoke    166 
CIRCUMSTANCES 
 - pay attention to c. of study    126 
 - diversity of time and c . [also for apostolates]   57 82 
 - particular c.       278 
 - regulate the apostolate     280 
CITY 
 - tasks prohibited      285 
 - c. laws to be observed      48 
CLASS 
 - of membership        7 
 -all are servants      195 
  1st Class 
   - more perfect, stable    89 
   - Apostolic Missionaries     7 85 
  2nd Class 
   - Collaborators      7 86 
   - promotion      88 89 
   - subdivision: priests and brothers   77 
   - vows are simple, perpetual, annulable  86, f. 
CLEANLINESS 
 - at  table, recommended     249 
 - of clothing       137 
 - sufficient  for décor     123 
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CLERIC/ CLERGY [cf. END] 
 - certain actions prohibited     288 
 - discipline       164 
 - instruction of c., privileged Stigmatine ministry  164 
 - striker, persecutor       15 
 - more perfect c., Stigmatine model     6 
 - religious compared to c.     288 
 - study of chant       45 
 - juridical norms       33 
 - a CLERICAL CONGREGATION     49 161 
CLOISTER 

- regarding women      105 
 - recommended by all  the Fathers   269 
 - visits contrary to c.      269 
CLOTHING [ no HABIT] 
 - common     43 94 100 229 230 
 - disguises for apostoaltes     286 
 - decent        59 137 
 - depends on superior      43  

- directives     43 91 133 137 227 
 - guests supplied with c.     244 
 - poor, but clean      134 
 - secular c., for 1st Probation     29 
 - kept in common ward-robe    100 
COADJUTOR 
 - assistants        81 
 - house-hold chores       78 
 - apostolate of the ‘good word of God’    78 280 
 - tasks, competence    25 64  78 79 82 
 - characteristics, limited number     25 
 - Lay Brothers       45 64 
 - special instruction in Novitiate     33 
 - do not receive holy orders     78 
 - subjected to minor officials    80 
 - study and simplicity     45 51 78 
COAL 
 - Isaiah purified by burning coal    186 
COBBLER 
 - subject to the Economus      80 
 - an office of the Brothers      79 
COHABITATION 
 - novices, professed       39 
COLLECTION BASKETS [cf. ALMS, GRATIS ] 
 - to be excluded       93 
COLOR 
 - of virtues painted by the Holy Spirit   223 
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COMFORTS 
 - bodily c. pertain to temporal matters   225 
 - some c. necessary for students     59 
COMMAND 
 - spirit  of c. alien to ancient monks   195 
 - to leave the sick room     293 
 - faculty given to superior     139 
COMMANDMENTS, [Decalogue] 
 - never allow the contrary     141 
COMMENTARIES 
 - on Scripture to be studied     52 
COMMERCE 
 - pretended  with heretics     286 

COMMON 
 - accord helps with charity      227 
 - goods in c. of Early Church    189 
 - c. library        60 
 - use of books       94 95 101 
 - wardrobe       100 
 - all in c. in Religion      226 229 

- c. accord       301   
- use of food   43 94 97 98 229 230 233 
- clothing      43 94 99 100 

 - common advantage to be kept in mind   220 303 
 - c. life leads to God      228 
 - c. life of ancient monks     229, f.  
 - favors union of souls     229 
 - praised by John Chrysostom    229 
 - 3rd means to achieve END of the Congregation    6 
 - advantages listed by St. BASIL    234 

COMMUNICATION 
 - of authority, by Superior General   306 
 - develops friendship, charity    251 
 - among present confreres     257 
 - among ancient monks     252 
COMMUNION [cf. EUCHARIST; MASS] 
 - administration,  priestly Stigmatine apostolate  162 
 - dispositions       118 
 - frequent       118 
 - as suffrage        46 
 - of the Postulants       31 
COMMUNITY 
 - charity, compassion in c.     215 
 - destroyed by particular friendships   208 211 
 - confessor of the C.      47 
 - of seculars       290 
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 - religious order      307 
 - poverty respects c.     90 
 - sermons needed for the c.    278    
 - taking from the c.       308 
 - initial separation       30 
COMPANION [cf. SOCIUS] 
COMPANY [cf. SOCIETY] 
 - avoiding c. of others in particular friendships  219 
 - Jesuit Novices, scrutiny     314 
COMPASSION 
 - should not lead to pride     233 
 - for the misfortunes of a confrere    215 
 - towards one’s neighbor     283 
 - for the sick       234 

COMPENDIUM 
 - ‘Rude’,   offers a general description   1-8 
 -  c. of the Constitutions, explained to Novices   33 

COMPETENCE 
 - each one develops c. in some matter    57 
COMPLETION 
 - of the work initiated by God [Ph 1:6]   185 
 - of the studies of the Novices     38 
COMPORTMENT [cf. GAIT] 
 - of the body in modesty     119 
 - moderate of ancient monks    252 
COMPOSITION 
 - scholastic c.  of the house    176 
COMPUTED 
 - among the temporal realities    225 
CONCERT 
 - of good works      256 
CONCESSION [cf. CEDE] 
 - objects in use       94 133 
 - permission to deal with women    114 
 - of life to the sick      293 
CONCILIATION 
 - charity c. with good works    223 
 - illegal in particular friendship    208 
CONCLUSION 
 - of St. Ambrose      255 
 - of St. Basil       210 217 249 
 - fitting       273 
CONCORD 
 - of opinions       198 
 - among confreres      187 288  
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CONDESCEND 
 - to indifferent discourses for a good end   279 
 - to assist one’s neighbor     249 
 - confreres’ visits      253 
 - towards the sick      235 
CONDIMENT 
 - discourses salted with the gospel   256 
CONDITION 
 - of one’s spirit to be manifested to a superior  284 
 - of simple vows       87 
 - two c. for the apostolate of the ‘good word’  282, f. 
 - no one excepted from the common table  229 
CONDUCTED 
 - youth c. to our schools     166 
 - mortification conduces perfection   156 
 - external unity leads to charity    225 
CONFESSION  
 - 12 grades of humility, c. of unworthiness  121/7, 8 
 - knowledge of faults outside C.     47 111 313 
 - of the lowly – privileged Stigmatine mission [cf. END]  183 
 - of women, habitually      75 
 - cautions       108 
 - priest collaborators      74 
 - children and young people [cf. END]    72 183 
 - of men        73 
 - dispositions       118  
 - frequent       118 227 
 - fruit implored by Mass     162 
 - General, of Postulant      31 
 - monthly       168 
 - privileged Stigmatine ministry [cf.END]    38 162 183 
 - 8th Grade of Humility     121/ 8 
 - account outside of C.      47 
 - weekly        47 
 - suggested to the ill      293 
 - treatment of penitent outside C.    277 
CONFESSOR [cf. END] 
 - judgment of the penitent      44 112 
 - of the Community       49 
 - duties regarding wills     296 
 - informal regarding chastity    111 
 - ministry perfectly performed    277 
 - for the dying, privileged Stigmatine ministry  291 
CONFIDENCE 
 - to educate youth in the Christian way   166 
 - not too much on one’s own judgment   151 
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CONFINES 
 - religious       249 
CONFIRMATION 
 - of a Director        8 306 
CONFORMITY 
 - of the religious state     282 
 - of intellect and will to precepts    140 
 - lack of c. to the Rule     290 
CONFRONTATION 
 - ministries and human frailty     185 
CONFUSION 
 - of order       216 
CONGREGATION 

Parish [cf. ASSOCIATIONS] 
Other 

 - ordinary care, forbidden     290 
Stigmatine 

 - keep from discords     192 
 - loved by candidates for the priesthood    26 
 - clerical        49 
 - clerical       185 
 - begun and inspired by God [cf. Ph 1:6]    56 185 262 

Institute:       28 86 141 155 161 273 
 - no obligation for private vows     83 
 - proves, trains candidates     185 

Sodality 8 20 26 27 33 39 41 49 56 58 
  83 85 86 87 89 90 102 138 152 158 
  160 182 185 187 192 255 262 272 277 284  
  290 297 298 301 306 307 
 - deals with its neighbors     273 
CONQUER 
 - difficulties with chastity     111 
CONSCIENCE 
 - take care of one’s own     283 
 - pure, seat of wisdom     168 
CONSEQUENCE 
 - of excessive familiarity with seculars   269 
 - as a c.      228 231 262 301 
CONSERVATION 
 - recreation conserves capacity for solitude  254 
 - frequent confession     277 
 - of Jesus’ own perfection     271 
CONSIDERATION 
 - of others, assists charity     223 
 - of things in themselves     282 
 - due because of others’ illness    233 
 - of Psalm 132      190 
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 - mature, before deciding     299 
 - not in c. of blood relationships    218 
CONSOLATION 
 -  the sick receive c. From older religious   240 252 
 -  of those afflicted      234 
 - spiritual c. of penitents     277 
CONSTANCY [cf. CONTINUITY;  PERSSEVERANCE] 
 - c. of old in discipline     208 
 - c. and persevering obedience    145 148 

CONSTITUTIONS  [cf. RULE] 
 - particular friendships offend the C.   208 
 - attend to common C.     121/5 
 - COMPENDIUM RUDE       1-8 
 - of house director      306 
 - of the Admonitor      304 
 - general and particular C. read by Novices   33 
 - interpretations of the C.     302 
 - not admit orders that are contrary to the C.  141 
 - do not oblige under sin     138 
 - obligations deriving from the C.     48 
 - prescribe meditation and prayer    110 
 - new C. or changes of the old    302 
 - Rules, C., and Statutes      31 33 36 

CONSTRUCTION 
 - on the foundation of charity    260 
CONTACT 
 - cautions regarding the world    267, f. 271 
 - Christ, the Model      268 
 - disordered       271 
 - example of  Apostles     272 
 -  ancient monks    274 
 - familiar, um-right      279 
 - means to achieve the END    277 
 - holy        278 
 - worldly       282 
 - with women       281 
 - with penitents      273 
CONTAGIOUS 
 - sheep segregated      213 

CONTEMPLATION [cf. MEDITATION;  PRAYER] 
 - the  purpose of the Congregation    49 
 - of God’s image in the soul    223 

CONTESTATION 
 - to be restrained in  public conferences   200 
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CONTINUATION 
 - of St. Basil       220 
CONTINUITY [cf. CONSTANCY; PERSEVERANCE] 
 - not what is right      272 
 - offensive to be avoided     202 
CONTRARIETY 
 - in acceptance of  ministries    186 
 - help not c. to poverty     244 
 - professorships not c. to the Congregation   67 
 - to charity, to be avoided     190 
 - absence of c. in candidates     30 
 - of opinions to be avoided     197, f. 
 - leave decision to superior     204 
 - for positions taken      199 
 - gateway to provisions     201 
 - leads to offences      200 
 - practically harmful      197, f. 
 - get rid of c. as soon as possible    205 
 - on practical matters     201 
 - theoretically harmless     197 202 
 - among Catholic doctors     198 
 - to be avoided regarding Church doctrine  198 
 - remove its cause      295 
 - among the vices       48 
CONTROVERSIES 
 - book by St. R. Bellarmine, to be studied   53 
CONVENING/ CONVOKING 
 - the Chapter of Faults     300 
CONVENIENT 
 -  in religious state and its ministries   285 
 - counsel testators to what is c.    296 
 - of the obligation of common recreation   251 
 - of visits with externs     276 
 - to acquire perfection of charity    109 
 - of exterior aspect      136 
 - books for students      177 
 - means for the apostolate     288 
 - penances       112 
 - thought given to wills     294 
 - excluded in some instances    295 
 - between a person and his/her conduct   131 
 - towards  others      131 
CONVERSATIONS [cf. END] 
 - excluded during 3rd Probation    133 
 - with hidden Catholics     286 
 - constraints regarding women    108 114 
 - by Letter – privileged apostolate    260 
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 - when avoided, particular friendships??   219 
 - familiar       267 
 - STIGMATINE APOSTOLATE   163/2 255 277,f. 
 - private, an apostolate     278 280 
 - required by charity      219 265 
 - regarding ecclesiastical matters    176 
 - in confreres’ rooms     176 
 - in common recreation     250 253 255 
COOK 
 - subject to Economus      80 
 - office of Brothers       79 
CORRECTION 
 -  of students, direct  & delegated    178 
 - of youth, in accord with God’s Word   106 
 - of disordered affections     217 
 - non-acceptance, impediment to admission   18 
 - despaired       207 
 - effect of illness      293 
 - FRATERNAL, a duty     194 264 
 - of vices, an apostolate     163/2  
 - ineffective       179 
 - for failures in religious life     234 
 - of particular friendship     212, f. 
COUNCIL 
    Ecclesiastical 
 - Megonza       273 
 - Nannet., c.IV      292 
    General, Provincial, Particular 
 - Council of Superior General    299 301 303 
COUNCILORS 
 - not co-superiors      301 
COUNSEL 
 - authority tempered  by the counsel of the wise 301 
 - asked for by the superior     298 
 - needed for wills      296 
 - not to be rendered to testators    295 
 - required for private vows      84 
 - of elders not to be rejected    151 
 - C. of Superiors, guide for members   151  
 - of the Director, for external penance   156 
 - of St. Thomas on purity     256 
 - with a view to  God’s glory    296 
 - invitation to take C.     299 
 - necessary for the Stigmatine    284 
 - excellent for the apostolate    284 
COURSE 
 - interrupted only in appearance    254 
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COURTESY 
 - extended toward visitors     253 
 - profit        254 
 - in fraternal correction     196 
CREATION 
 - of a Director        8 
CRISIS 
 - assistance for c. found in  religious life   234 
CRITERIA 
 - two C. to know liceity     288 
 - lack of C., an impediment       10 20 
 - necessary in candidates for priesthood    26 
CRUCIFIED 
 - sole knowledge of St. Paul     51 
CULT 

- Of beauty offered by saints    131 
- of God, no impediment to works of Jesus Christ 284/2 

CULTIVATION 
 - of arts and sciences in the congregation   71 
CURE  
 - hard to cure obstinacy     207 
 - obtained by pleasing medicine    239 
CURIOSITY 
 - restrained       123 
-  opposed to studiosity     122 
 - restrain desire to know     122,f. 
 - regarding superiors, rejected    299 
CUSTODY 
 - of chastity       210 
 - of the probity of customs      65 
 - private c. of food and drink     97 
CUSTOM 
  Ancient c. of religious orders in 1st Probation   30 
 - to attend to the c. of like religious  288 
 - c. of ancient monks    252 
 - c. of ancient Church    252 261 
 - regional in receiving friends   246 
 - danger to c. in text books    177 
 - rudiments of faith and c. to be explained 182 

 
+ 

+++ 
+ 
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DAILY [ cf. EUCHARIST; MEDITATION; PRAYER; RECREATION] 
 - d. help offered in religious life   234 
 - to succeed in work, relaxation   253 
DAMAGE 
 - constant censure d. well-being   253 
 - harmful knowledge to avoid   124 
 - contrasts harmful to charity   197 199 
 - superiors not knowing    242 
 - from giving counsel regarding wills  295 
 - spiritual d. from too many ministries  284 
DANGER 
 - in making wills     295 
 - in Stimatine ministries??    185 288 
 - of ostentation     136 
 - of moral harm to youth    179 
 - of divisions      301 
 - grace greater than every d.   185 
 - for chastity      111 177 
 - for faith      177 
DARKNESS  
 - of mind       50 
DAVID 
 - to speak in order to speak better   255 
DAY 
 - 10 d. of Trial              31 
 - 10 or 15 d. of hospitality     30 
 - any hour of d. or night    292 
 - established d.     155 
DEATH [cf. DECEASED]  
 - sick unto d.      294 
 - Masses for confreres before and after d. 46 
 - monk dragged off by the devil   151 
 - preparation for a good death   291 
DEBT/ DUE 
 - perseverance in obedience   145 
 - satisfaction among confreres   191 
 - circumstances of study to be respected  126 
 - impediment to admission     10 
 - not to be accepted as alms   297 
 - d. order      307 
 - renders one  less suitable    23 
DECEASED [cf. DEATH;MORIBOND]  
 - suffrages for deceased confreres   46 
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DECEIT 
 - accused by a religious    279 
 - avoid it with the sick    237, f. 
 -    confreres   193 
 - defense against d.     215 
 - fake illness      238 
DECISION 
 - regarding doubts in the Constitutions  302 
 - dangers in divisions    301  
 - in doubt, leave d. to the superior   133 144 
 - also in disputes     204 
 - not to be made alone    151 
 - require community assent   302 
 - reserved to the Chapter of the Professed 302 
 -  superior takes counsel before d.  299 303 
DELIBERATION 
 - friendship d. ‘particular’    217 
 - of St. Benedict     233 
 - already d.      281 283 290 
 - from the Council of Maagonza   273 
 - of the Abbot Abraham, in Cassian  253, f. 
 - of Christ the Lord     187 191 
 - of Lupus, in Jerome    240 
 - of St. Ambrose     255 
 - of St. Basil     259 267 282 300 
 - of St. Bernard     283 
 - of St. Gregory the Great    288 
 - official letters     261 
 - not to be obstinate  in d.    203 
DÉCOR 
 - aided by poverty     134 
 - take account of others’ d/    214 
 - criteria to judge     288 
 - d. of common disciple to be loved  208 
 -  natural,not to be sought    134 
 - in dressing      286 
 - in manual  labor     113 
 - in furnishings      43 113 
 - in clothing       43 113 137 
 - in action      128 285 
 - without affectation     134 
 
 - obtained by modesty    133 
 - religious d. in punishments   178 
 - respect for   places, affairs   131 
 -  others, persons   131 137 
 - school that is not decorous   166 
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DECREE 
 - of S. Congr. Of Prop. of the Faith    2 
 -  particular and universal     53 
 - study of Pontifical, Episcopal    53 
DEFECT 
 - corrected in Chapter of Faults   300 
 - to be diligently purged     49 
 - denounced to the Superior    47 313 314 
 - no references to family d.    193 
 - renders one less suited for the Congregation  20 24 
DEFENCE 
 - of chastity      210 
 - of faith, the purpose of knowledge   50 
 - of salvation      251 
 - obstinate d. of personal opinions  202, f. 
DEFINITION 
 - a Capitular judgment defined   300 
DEFORMITY 
 - physical d. renders one less apt    22 
DELAY 
 -  apparent in our course    254 
 - in obedience, avoided    143 
DELEGATE 
 - of the Office of Admonitor    305 
DELILCACY 
 - of expression in arguments   202 
DELIGHTS 
 - of the city      240 
 - material to be excluded    135 
DEMAND 
 - of St. Basil      276 
DEMOCRACY 
 - limited form in the Congregation   302 303 
DEMONSTRATION 
 - of the faith in the early Church   261 
 - d. of experience and practice   197 
DENUNCIATION 
 - accepted joyfully     313, f. 
 - of one who acts, speaks in an evil way  305 
 - of what is seen, heard     47 308-314 
 - grave lack in superiors    308 
 - those contemplating flight from Religion  15 
 - excommunication     111 312 
 - dutiful secrecy     310 
 - favors obedience, humility   310 
 - responsibility of one who fails to d.  308, f. 
 - tends to correction     311 
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DEPENDENCE 
 - on the views of many in religious life  301 
 - on the choice of the superior   218 
 - of religious on the superior   284/1 301 
 - that instant on which eternity d.   291 
 - greater of the members on the head  301 
DEPUTED 
 - to the correction of the young   178 
DERIVATION 
 - of dissents, from jealousy, self-interest  197 
 - from defending one’s own view   197 
 - mode and manner d. from the end  283 
DESCENT 
 - to past cases     278 
DESIGN 
 - matter of study      54 
DESIRE 
 - for solitude      254 
 - charitable d. to meet others’ needs  232 
 - of the good of the confreres   262 
 - of the last post     220 
 - of the sick      240 
 - for command, to be avoided   195 
 - to know, to be moderated    122 
 - penances       44 
DESPAIR 
 -  never d. of God’s mercy    293 
DESTINATION 
 - to a place not directly understood  185 
 - to a given ministry     184 
 - not to be sought     186 
DESTRUCTION 
 - of friendship     251 
DETACHMENT 
 - from the world     267 
DETAILS 
 - not to render d. for others’ wills   295 
DETERMINATION 
 - of manual labor     113 
 - of individual penances     44 
DEVIL 
 - author of disharmony    197 
 - excessive self-assertiveness   206 
 - divides humanity     197 
 - hastens ruin     151 
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DEVOTION 
 - d. care of the sick     169/6 
 - exercises of d. in 3rd Probation   152 
 - indiscreet d., an impediment    21 
 - in the celebration of the Mass    47 
 - in the recitation of the Divine Office   47 
DIFFICULTY 
 - of universal culture     56 
 - grace more powerful than all d.   185 
 - in ministries to be manifested   284 
 - difficult obedience     145 
 - for chastity      111 
DIGESTION 
 - sermons d. in conversations   218 
DIGNITY 
 - computed among temporal benefits  225 
 - immunity from d. required      4 
 - in religious life     299 301 
 - proper to each     307 
DILIGENCE 
 - d. care in exterior comportment   136 
 -  spiritual progress    48 263 
 - given by teachers     175, f. 
 - in understanding one’s duty   123 
 - in obedience     147 
 - special d.  for particular  studies    57 
DINNER 
 - spiritual reading after d.     47 
 - recreation for one hour after d.   250 
DIOCESE 
 - anywhere, anyone      5 
 - study of diocesan councils and decrees  53 
DIRECTION 
 - from Bishops for ministries   185 
 - for all aspects of the Apostolic  Mission    2 
DIRECTOR [cf. SUPERIOR] 
 - assistants        8 
 - judgment  for penances    156 
 - created, confirmed, removed by General 306 
 - designated by the General’s delegate  306 
 - three year term       8 
 - Moderator        8 
 - cares for exterior discipline   156 
 - local superior     306 
DISCIPLE 
 - of Jesus Christ is known    187 
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DISCIPLINE 
 - upsets common d.     208 
 - Church and d.     127 
 - of the Novitiate      32 
 - of the monastery not supported   308 
 - of life and habits      42 
 - disturbed, impediment to study    77 
 - exterior depends on Director   156 
 - inability for d., impediment      18 
 - master of exterior d.      8 
 - occupations  of religious     48 
 - ordinary d. not to be offended   305 
 - religious d. to be studied    127 
 - severe d. toward murmurers   144 
DISCORD 
 - to be abhorred     190 
 -of reason & will     197 
 - fomented by disputes    202 
 - prescriptions for those who cause d.  192 
 - secret, to be eliminated    193 
DISCOURSE 
 - sprinkled with the salt of the Gospel  276 
 - qualities for a Christian d.    276 
 - discreet, gentle, regarding God   255 
 - to lift up one’s spirit    256 
 - done with grace     276 
 - crude to be avoided    256 
 - illicit to be denounced    309 
 - indifferent      279 
 - not regarding defects of others   193 
 - to increase fraternal charity   265 
 - to encourage those who are ill   293 
 - themes of the ancient monks’ d.   252 
DISCRETION 
 - d. discourses regarding God   255 
 - in loving the Confreres    214 
 - for acceptance in contemplated cases   23 
DISCUSSION 
  - no d. regarding commands   150 
DISDAIN 
 - of the world out of charity    225 
 - of preferences     220 
DISPENSATION 
 - of simple  vows      87 
DISPENSE 
 - food for common use     98 
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DISPENSER 
 - office of the Brothers      79 
 - subject to Economus     80 
DISPLEASE 
 - does not fall under obedience   142 
DISPOSITION 
 - d, to receive what is the most abject  104 
 - to suspend, or truncate study   127 
 - to assume priesthood with perfection  161 
 - for fraternal correction    196 264 
 - to receive sacraments    118 
 - examen as d. for entrance    28 
 - lack of d. for entrance     21 
 - it is wrong  not to manifest d.   186 
 - professed d. to renounce     90 
 - bishops’ d. for the Mission     2 
DISPUTE [cf. DISCORD] 
 - bitterness & discord    202 
 - leave the resolution to the Superior  204 
 - not to be entered into    204 
 - not to sustain one’s own view   206, f. 
 - not to dominate in d.    200 
 -  resist beginnings!     203 
 - avoid them      197 
 - theological d.     200 
 - humility in d.     200 
DISSENSIONS [cf. DISCORD] 
DISTANCE 
 - indications of particular friendship  219 
 - from blood ties     267 
 - from the world     267 
 - of the priest  from the sick   293 
 - spirit of commanding    195 
 - correspondence with those d.   260 
 - of religious from oaths    206 
 - correspondence annuls d.   260 
DISTINCT SIGN 
 - of one’s vocation     187 
DISTRACTION 
 - renders the soul worthy    284/3 
DISTRIBUTION 
 - of studies       56 58 
 - of goods, honors, offices    225 
 - of objects for personal use   104 
 - of offices pertains to the Superior General 307 
 - according to the Early Church   189 
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DISTURBANCE 
 - others’ relaxation d. in recreation  132 
 - of charity by dissents   201 
 -   singularity   231 
 - reconcile  it among others   191 
DIVERSITY 
 - of families, nationalities, should not influence 245 
 - of the bond of particular friendship  208 
 - of necessities allowing the handling of affairs 273 
 - of honor, not contrary to charity   216 
 - of TIMES, CIRCUMSTANCES    57 185 
 -of offices, pertaining to the Superior General 307 
DIVISION 
 - dangers in religious life    301 
 - produced by particular friendships  208 
DOCTOR 
 - informal Medical d.    239 

D.of Theology 
 - superior      200 
 - disputed questions     198 
 - study of Fathers, Doctors: matter of  study  52 
DOCTRINE 
 - of Sts. Ambrose, Thomas    256 284 
 - dissent among the doctors   201 
 - and practice     255 
 - does not exclude from common table  229 
 - perfection in ecclesiastical d., required    6 
 - sure d. of the Church to be accepted  198 
DOGMA 
 - of Petavius, matter  of study    53 
DOLOR 
 - hidden, consult a doctor    239 
 - make known to superiors    242 
 - assistance in religious life    234 
DOMINATE 
 - do not pretend to d.  in discussions  206 
DONATION 
 - course of acquisition of temporal goods   88 
DOOR 
 - kept open       99 116 
 - during Confession     108 
DOUBLE 
 - class of Stigmatines      7 
 - class of Missionaries     77 
 - joy of the listener     256 
 - honor to priests     217 
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DOUBT 
 - regarding others, submitted to superior  144 
 - excluded      308 
 - the sick not to be doubted   239 
 - without d.      208 222 301 
 - regarding  the Constitutions    302 
DRAG 
 - monk dragged to death by the devil  129 
DRINK 
 - Christ shared d.     271 
DURATION 
 - of study  depends on moderation   62 
 -         demands exclusion from ministry  63 
DUTY 
 - to obey      150 
 - of superior is well-being of all   263 
 - to visit      276 
 - of worship      248/2 
 - to obey matters of obligation   142 
 - to observe the norms    281 
 - no d. to ask for alms    297 
 - to know how to respond    276 

 

+ 
+++ 

+ 
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EAR 
 - custody, expression of modesty   119 

EARLY CHURCH  [cf. APOSTLES] 
 - faith of E. C.     261 
 - emulate on e. the angels     143 

EARTHLY GOODS 
 - disposal in time of illness    293 295 296 
 - disdain for these and charity   225 
 - impediments      23 
 - litigations      197 
 - lowly       197 
EAT 
 - Christ e. with others    271 
ECCLESIASTICAL 
 - precepts to observe     48 
ECONOMUS 
 - assisted by Director      8 
 - minor official, a priest     80 
 - guides Brothers      80 
EDIFICATION 
 - assisted by exteriors     26 
 - apostolate of brothers     78 
 - Stigmatines should e. the laity     6 
 - of confreres, externs    120 
 - purpose of decorous appearance  133 
 - for the Glory of God    120 
 - not lessened by the duty to study   77 
 - e. news should be shared   258 
 - obtained with modesty    189, f. 
EDUCATION 
 - purpose of our schools    186 
 - Christian, of youth     165, f. 
 - of early manifestations    203 
 - tends to produce virtuous people  203 
EFFECT 
 - 2 effects of brief prayer    173 
EFFICACY 
 - of the help of superiors    111 
EGYPT [ cf. ALEXANDRIA] 
 - admirable care of the sick   237 
EIGHT 
 - 8 to 10 days  of retreat     47 
 - Part 8      152 
ELECTION 
 - of subjects for ministries    185,f. 
 - of Superior General      8 
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ELEGANCE 
 - at table admitted     249 
 - expression of St. Basil   256 
 -   St. John Chrysostom 195 266 
ELEVATION [cf. HIGH] 
 - of an action to a h. level    282 
ELIMINATION 
 - of dignities      301 
 - of discord      295 
ELOQUENCE 
 - Sacred E. to be studied     55 
EMENDATION 
 - lacking in particular friendships   213 
 -  promised by the sick    293 
EMINENCE 
 - of the Monitor     305 
 - of some elements of common life  227 
EMULATION 
 - of angels on earth     143 
 - encouraged by the young    181 
ENCOURAGEMENT 
 - of others to virtue in sermons   279, f. 
 - to fraternal charity     260 
 - of Sts. Andrew, Basil    260 
 - jokes that e. laughter    256 
 - of those who have failed    234 

END OF THE CONGREGATION [PURPOSE] [CATECHISM] 

     In General 

 - conversion of souls    55 255 262 
 - salvation of souls    262 
 - apostolic, dealing with others   273 
 - charity      197 
 - contemplata tradere       49 
 - help the Church     185 
 - elevate actions to a higher order  282 
 - functions of an apostolic End   286 
 - sacraments      
  - Holy Communion    162 
  - Confession   38 162 183 291 
  - of children, the unlettered   72 183 
 - serve the Church – J.C., Alpha/Omega  51 
 - time & circumstances differ    57 
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     In Particular 

       Any Ministry of the Word of God Whatsoever 

 - accommodated     262 
 - His Word       163 
 - charity increases through sermons  265 
 - the ‘good word’    78 163/2 278 280 
 - familiar conversation    255 277 281 
 - epistolary correspondence   257 
 - catechism   37 51 55 163  170 182 
 - preaching     38 72 163 182 

- ministries: 
   - appropriata   267 277 
   - graviora    158 185 262 
   - proper    185 
   - varia et propria   185 

      [toward] Priests and Religious   262 

 - instruction of Clerics    164 
 - Spiritual Exercises    73 163/4 182 

     Youth and Un-lettered 

 - Christian education, formation of Y.  165 166 
 - goodness of habits    167 
 - schools      166 
 - education of rudes     37 72 165 182 
 - Oratories for the young, uneducated  165 
 - correction of bad habits   163/2 

     Spiritual Means 

 - detachment     267 
 - helps the General End     79 
 - common life      6 

ENEMY 
 - cruel e. is one who shields the culpable 309 
ENTRANCE 
 - into another’s room    116 
 - into Novitiate, study of Catechism   37 
 - of candidates through school    41 
 - of St. Antony, Abbot, into town   274 
 - into the Company [Society] of Jesus  314 
 - into a sick room     292 
ENVY 
 - contrary to charity, born in particular friendship 216 
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EQUALITY 
 - charity extended to all    208 214 216 
 - proportionate and e. cases   288 
 - e. confession for wrong    215 
 - e. excludes visitors    248 
 - e. in externals     227 228 
 - e. expression     283 
 - juridical e.  among all religious   288 
 - inequality destroys order    216 
 - e. between sinners and not denouncing 305 
ERROR 
 - security of not erring in the Lord’s Way 185 

ESPOUSALS 

 - soul with Christ     109 
 - paranymph     109 

ESTEEM 
 - e. oneself unworthy    121/6 233 
 - counsel as to what  is e. good   296 
 - course e. interrupted    254 
 - lessening of e.     197 
 - jealous e. of one’s own ideas   197 
 - impediment to real e.    144 
 - e. oneself the most vile    121/6 223 
ETERNITY 
 - depends on the moment of death  291 

EUCHARIST [OBSEQUIUM  - Rm 12: 1, ff.] 

 - celebration of Holy Masses    45 
 - celebrated attentively, devoutly    47 
 - meditation before      47 
 - for the success of the Apostolic Missions 162 
 - as Suffrage for the confreres    46 
 - daily practice obligatory     47 
 - daily for students     169 

EVENING 
 - ancient monks’ conversation until e.  252 
EVIL 
 - lessened by education    203 
 - manifested in particular friendships  208 
EXALTATION 
 - of spiritual perfume    256 
EXAMEN 
 - of conscience preferred before study  127 
 - of one who is sick     293 
 - two-fold candidates     28 
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 - semestral for novices     34 
 - three-fold, daily      47 
EXAMPLE [cf. APOSTLES; JESUS] 
 - of Apostles  to imitate    272 
 - referred by St. Basil    259 
 - of Jesus Christ     217 271 
EXERCISE  [cf. Spiritual Exercises] 
 - corporal, exterior     113 
 - of prayer for chastity    110 
 - of prayer in Novitiate     32 
 - of devotion, humility in 3rd Probation  152 
 - of piety       127 284/2 
 - exhortation to virtue    163/2 
 - of virtue for Stigmatines      6 
EXCELLENCE 
 - of fraternal charity     266 
 - of good manners of ‘Professed’   159 
 - of Stigmatines in study     58 
 - tendency pf excel, moderated   120 
EXCELLENT 
 - colors of grace, painted by the Holy Spirit  223 
 - counsel for  Congregation   284 
 - expression of St. Benedict   236 
 - kind of silence     255 
 - teaching of St. Bernard    231 
 - observation of St. Bonaventure   238 
EXCEPTION 
 - from common table    229 
 - from common recreation    251 
 - for councilors of  Superior    299 
 - unique, from obedience    142 
EXCESS 
 - of love for just some confreres   217 
 - of absorption of the religious soul  288 
 - of piety injures study     66 
 - not excessive toward  guests   248 
EXCOMMUNICATION 
 - impediment to entrance     15 
EXECUTION 
 - of worship      284.2 
EXHORTATION 
 - to make a will     294, f. 
 - to love God      252 
 - to perfection     163/3 
 - to virtue, frequent  sacraments  162/2 171 183 
 - prohibit alms     297 
 - domestic e., weekly    171 
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EXIT 
 - from a sick room     293 
 - from the house, with a companion  106 
 - not to e. from our confines   249 
 - by obedience     312 
 - refer all that happened    107 311 312 
EXPECTANCY 
 - not  for means of travel [GRATIS  ]  184 
EXPENSES 
 - not to spare e. for guests    247 
EXPERIENCE 
 - and practice, instruct    157 
EXPLICIT 
 - teaching of St. Basil    226 
EXPOSITION 
 - exposed to disturbance    201 
 - ministries exposed to danger   185 
 - rather than apprehension    196 
EXPULSION 
 - from school      179 
EXTENSION 
 - of a precept of charity    245 
EXTERIOR/ EXTERNALS 
 - affection for e.     201 
 - that require attention    131 
 - useful for charity     224 
 - e. perfume of wisdom    256 
 - signs of charity     246 
 - uniformity n e.     227 
 - e. union favors interior union   229 
EXTERN 
 - contact with e.     268 
 - edification of e.     120 
 - heard from e.     107  
 - salvation of confreres and e.   262 
EYE 
 - custody of the e., expression of modesty 119 
 - downward, fixed on the ground: humility 121/1 
 - keep before one’s e.    189 200 

 
+ 

+++ 
+ 
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FACILITY 
 - to forget sermons!     278 
FACTION 
 - make no reference to other factions  193 
FACULTY 
 - to request Missions from the Bishop    2 
 - to command, conferred by Superior  139 
 - strengthen f. of Brothers      7 
FAITH 
 - special charity for believers   188 
 - requested by st. basil    210 
 - conserved and increased    286 
 - defended by learning     50 
 - and grace      185 
 - dangers in texts     177 
 - denied by  one who does not love  188 
 - encourage f. in the sick    239 
 - recommended to them    293 
 - rudiments of f. and customs explained  182 
 - Stigmatine knowledge     44 
 -testimonies of the early Church   261 
FAITHFUL [BELIEVER} 
 - charity among early f.    189 
 - epistolary correspondence   261 
 - f. and religion     284 
 - edify f., Stigmatine challenge     6 
FAKERS 
 - cared for anyway     238 
FALL 
 - religion helps those who do f.   234 
FAMILIARITY 
 - with world, avoided    267 265 
 - with seculars     269 
 - in conversation     277 279 
 - daily       250 
 - of the Apostles     272 
 - exaggerated     115 
FAMILY 
 - no reference to f. defects    193 
 - preference of f. excluded     245 
     Stigmatine Congregation, a ‘family’ 
 - ‘Father’, the Superior    263 301 
 - ‘Son’, the Confreres    263 301 
 - ‘Brothers’ –all the members 197 208 234 237 243 247 
      248 293 262 298 303 308  

311 312        
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FAMILY TIES 
 - reason for visits     282 
 - communication not allowed   153 
 - have no weight in religion    218 
 - signs of affection     246 
FASTIDIOUS 
 - to be avoided     132 
FATHER 
 - love the superior as a f.    147 301 
 - and the education of children   166 
 - sayings of the Church F.    151 
 - Hebrew f., an impediment    16 
 - study of the Church F., Greek and Latin  53 
 - all the F. recommended cloister   169 
FATHER-LAND 
 - its defects not to be brought up   193 
 - preferences to be excluded   245 
FATIGUE 
 -  religious life offers help to the f.   234 
 - easily prepared  food    249 
 - in renunciation     254 
 - in study to be supported    125 
 -     regulated     59 62 
 - exemption for students     63 
 - not spared for guests    247 
 - honorable in preaching, teaching  217 
 - in exteriors      136 
FEAR 
 - of religious superior    147 
 - of contrasts in disputes    197 
 - of God, 12th Grade of humility   121/12 
 - observant, fearful religious   288 
FERVOR 
 - in study, encouraged    152 180 
 - of charity, dominated by contrasts  197 
 - indiscreet among the young    84 
 - fervent monks     252 
 - sermons to excite f.     47 
 - required in 3rd Probation    152 
FEW 
 - f. words, passing, low voice,reasonable 121/2 
FICTION 
 -  permitted for apostolic purposes  286 
FIFTEEN 
 - 10, or 15 days of hospitality for candidates  30 
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FILTH 
 - to be excluded     136 
FIND 
 - way f. for works of piety    286 
 - 10 f. culpable of murmuring   194 
 - treatment lost and f. again   248 
FIRE 
 -  in meditation     292 
 - of charity in prayer     222 
FLAGGELATION 
 - sickness is divine f.    293 
FLEE 
 - religious life      308 
 - contact with women    114 
 - others, sign of particular friendship  219 
 - dissipation, discord    199 256 
 - familiarity      267 
 - offences      200 
 - obstinacy      200 
 - crudeness      115 208 213 256 
 - attitudes, desires     195 
 - contrasts of opinion    197 207 
 - disorders      203 
 - disputes      202 207 
 - rest not to be avoided    253 
FLOCK 
 - to be segregated     213 
FOLLOW 
 - to f. the directives     296 
 - f. Bishops’ directives in the Mission   2 185  
FOOD 
 - joyful  meals of early Church   189 
 - not to be kept in one’s room    97 
 - abundant for the sick    237 
 - abstinence from f. and drink   112 
 - excluded from one’s room    97 
 - common  43 94 98 229 230 233 249 
 - depends on superior     43 
 - directives    6 43  91 227 249 
 - necessary      226 
 - for the guest: directives    244 248 
 - gifts of food anddrink     98 
 - same, when souls are united   230 
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FORCE/ STRENGTH 
 - apostolate in accord with one’s f.    7 289 
 - ministries in the same accord   185 
 - the work of the Brothers     25 
 - ministries for priestly candidates    26 
 - required in penances     44 
 - a manifestation of  one’s f.    30 
FORGETFULNESS 
 - of sermons is easy!     30 
FORM 
 - of every religious ordeer    189 
 - due in observance of vows    84 
 - formal intentions to obey    146 
FORMATION 
 - spiritual f. of those in training [cf. EDUCATION] 
FOUNDATION 
 - for Christian charity    260 
 - of a Stigmatine house    306 
 - suppression of a f. house    302 
FOUR 
 - years of theology      40 
 - ‘in the 4th place’     133 
FOURTEEN 
 - years of age, minimum      9 26 
FRAGILITY 
 - manifested to superior    284 
 - human, source of disturbance   191 
 - renders ministry dangerous   185 
FRATERNAL 
 - bonds, carnal and weak    197 
 - community      190 
 - tie of Jesus Christ with the sick   230 
 - f. litigation      197 
 - reconciliation     191 
FREQUENCY 
 - consideration of virtue    223 
 - of contrasts, harms charity   197 201 
 - of letters among confreres   258 260 
 - of discourses on divine matters   255 
 - of visits among confreres    260 280 
 - of prayer      110 
 - of inconvenience     253 301 
 - to descend to particulars    218 
 - of Penance       44 
 - of sacraments    118 163/2 183 
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FRIENDSHIP [cf. PARTICULAR] 
 - increases with communication   251 
 - with externs      282 
 - make signs      246 
 - great towards guests    246 
 - excluded from those in3rd  Probation  153 
 - daily recreation     250 
 - visits discouraged      282 
 - with penitents     277 

FRUIT 
 - apostolic f. of familiar discourses  255 
 - of souls, purpose of study    65 
 - of confessions, Missions, in prayer  162 
 - apostolate  among women   114 
 - spiritual f. of ministries    285 

FULL 
 - discourses f. of spiritual nourishment  256 

FUNERALS 
 - grandiose, excluded     92 

FURNISHINGS 
 - assigned by the superior     43 
 - granted for use       94 133 
 - necessary       43 226 
 - not used as one’s own     96 
 - at a hint,return to common use    94 
 - in accord with decency, décor    43 91 

 

 
+ 

+++ 
+ 
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GAIN 
 - win over one’s neighbor in conversing  279  
 - win all for Christ, scope of the Apostolate 272 
GAIT [cf. COMPORTMENT]  
 - decorous      129 
GARDENER 
 - subject to Prefect of the Fields    80 
 - office of the Brothers     79 
GENERAL 
 - in g.,        224 
 - g. principles      278 
  [cf. Superior  GENERAL] 
GENEROSITY 
 - with tired guests     248 
GENTLENESS 
 - in fraternal correction    196 
 - toward the sick     235 293 
 - of the superior’s help    111 
 - discourses on the things of God   255 
GESTURE 
 - of body manifested by modesty   119 
 - languid, affected – reproved   130 
GIFT 
 - of food and drink      98 
 - spiritual g. of others    223 
 - of the Holy Spirit     273 
 - of God and letters     263 
 - of household objects    102 
 - small g. to  externs    180 
GLORY 
    - Of God: 
  - love based on this    218 
  - increases with knowledge of good done 259 
  - makes demands    304 
  - purpose of  personal decor   133 
  - purpose of edification    120 
  - of study       65 125 
  - in one’s neighbor    228 
  - to be kept in mind giving orders  303 
 - fruit of humility     200 
 - one’s own g. excluded    135 
GOD 
 - discourses on the things of God   255 
 - is for everyone     226 
 - recognized in one’s neighbor   228 
 - see Him in Superiors    149 
 - religious are: servants of G.  239 
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 -    temples of G.   228 
 -   united to G.   221 
 - regarding G., neighbor, self   283  
 - thank G. for: others’ gifts   223 
 -   fewer personal needs 233 
 -    after meals   252 
 - service of God constant in candidates  26 
 -    in Brothers    78 
 -   in religious    77 
 -   in school     3 185 
 -    ostentation avoided  136 
 - greatest solicitude in loving G.   252 
 - hope in God     293 
 - union with God, fruit of common life  221 228 
 - see G. in superior     149 
 - not to err in God’s path    185 
 - will of God      143 149 
GOOD [ EARTHLY] 
 - common g. to be kept in mind   303 
 - the g. of religion tantamount   285 
 - proportionate distribution    220 
 - rejoice in the g. of others    223 
GOODNESS 
 - required by God     127 
 - of common life     190 
 - towards the sick – even imagined.  238 
‘GOOD WORD’ 
 - Stigmatine apostolate   267 ff. 282 288 
 - won over one’s neighbor    279 
 - spiritual discourses     256 279 
GOSPEL 
 -  its salt to flavor discourses   256 276 
GOVERNMENT 
 - experience required in Instructor   154 
 - superior governs Institute    298 
 - Bishops govern the Church   185 
GRACE 
 - accustom oneself to pray for it   173 
 - helps to celebrate the Breviary    47 
 - of the First Christians [EARLY CHURCH] 189 
 - in choosing ministries    186 
 - faith in g.      185, f. 
 - source of good works    259 
 - observed on one’s confreres   252 
 - painted by Holy Spirit     223 
 - penances requested according to g.   44 
 - special G. of our Vocation   185 
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GRADE 
 - academic can be obtained    68 
 - Brothers content with their G.   166 
 - of the Professed     168 
 - of greater perfection, stability    89 
 - of the Apostolic Missionary,  the Professed 85 
 - incapacity for inferior g.     77 
 - inferior to priests      80 
 - permanence in g.  achieved    77 
 - ever lower G. desired by religious  220 
 - reward of charity     283 
 - 12 G. of humility     121 
GRATIS 
 - omnino      3 67 102 104 
GRATITUDE 
 - for confreres’ visits     253 
GRAVIORA 
 - ministeria      158 185 262 

GRAVITY 
 - of spirit to be retained when charity  fails 256 
 - in friendship     220 
 - in gait, sought     129 
 - does not exonerate from common life  229 
GREATER [cf.GLORY] 
 - good of souls     296 
 - need, motive of humility    233 
 - advantage for Congregation, souls  218 
 - virtue       218 
GREATNESS 
 - of dissents      201 
GREEK 
 -to be studied      54 
GREGORY, Sts. 
 - the Great      200 203 
  - and various ministries   186 
  - and the apostolate   288 
 - Nazianzen 
  - to avoid disputes   203 
  - humility     200 
GUIDE 
 - allow oneself to be g. by Superiors  131 
 - necessity to g. others in affairs   195 
 - Bishops placed to g. Church   185 

+ 
+++ 

+
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HABIT [cf. CLOTHING] [no ‘Stigmatine’ habit] 
 - clerical        19 
 - that of the better Ecclesiastics -     6 
 - of other communities, impediment    12 
 - some religious garb for novitiate    32 
 - vestition after high school     69 
HABIT/ HABITUDE 
 - being guided by Superiors   151 
 - to train the young     203 
 - weaken the old     203 
 - in thanking God     173 
 - sinful, renders one less apt    21 
HALF HOUR 
 - daily meditation      47 
 - of recitation after supper    250 
HAND 
 - rewards not always at h.    181 
HAPPEN 
 - inconveniences do h.    253 
 - assistance      253 256 
HARMONY 
 - to be maintained in  recreation   132 256 
HASTE 
 - to obey       143 
HATRED 
 - effect of dissents     201 
 - anger degenerates to h.    205 
HEALTH 
 - helped by recreation    251 
 - good h. required in candidates    26 
 - changing, helped in religious life   234 
 - care of h. of students    59 62 
 - harm form too much tension   253 
 - counsels for the sick    295 
 - of confreres      262 
 - common h. one is entrusted   241 
 - inform superior     242 
 - reacquired by what is pleasant   239 
 - treatment of healthy guests   245 
HEAR [cf. EAR/ LISTEN] 
 -  what is h. outside the house   107 
 - denunciation of what is seen, h.    310 
 - two-fold joy in hearer    256 
 - invitation to listen     253 
 - news by letter     258 
HEBREW 
 - matter of study      54 
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HEREDITY 
 - naming of heirs     295 
HERESY 
 - impediment for admission    15 
 - resistance, 1 purpose of study    50 
 - exchange among heretics   286 
HIDDEN 
 - confrere who hides the culpable   309 
 - conversation with h. Catholics   286 
 - h. pain: consult doctor    289 
 - missionaries in hiding    286 
 - do not hide difficulties for chastity  111 
 -  vices from superior   310 
 - study on the sly     126 
 - vices in hiding, particular friendship  209 
HIGH [cf. ELEVATION] 
 - higher intention in obedience   146 
 - elevation to higher level    282 
HIGH SCHOOL 
 - vestition following      69 
HISTORY 
 - world, civil: matter of study    54 
 - ecclesiastical, literary, local, natural   54 
HOLY [cf. SPIRIT] 
 - conversations     163/2 
 - functions      286 
 - praised by H. Spirit    131 
HOMICIDE 
 - impediment       15 
HONESTY 
 - apparent      282 
 - h. habits, praised in Chapter   300 
 - h. measure      180 
 - moral h., purpose of school   167 
 - h. promoted among the young   168 
 - nothing lacking     134 
HONOR 
 - to each  according to merit   214 220 
 - computed among temporal goods  225 
 - distribution pertains to Superior   220 
 - two-fold of priests     217 
 - jealous of one’s own opinions   197 
 - greater to  those who have  been more useful 215, f. 
 -promotes the arts     181 
 - mutual element of charity    195 
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HOPE 
 - for spiritual fruit scope of teaching  166 
 -   in contact  with women 114 
 -    in dealing with others 283 285 
 - to avoid spiritual harm    284 
 - recommended to the sick    293 
 - placed in God     293 
HORARIUM 
 - of study to be observed    126 
HOSPITALITY 
 - candidates as guests     30 
 - share with signs & deeds    243 
 - manifests charity     244 
 - motive of just relaxation    253 
 - not opposed to poverty    244 
 - good treatment of all    245 
 - cordial       244 
 - not exaggerated     248 
 - towards confreres     243-249 
HOUR [cf. HALF HOUR] 
 - called by the sick at any h.   292 
 - common recreation for 1 h.   250 
HOUSE 
 - assistance offered by Brothers    78 
 - send away sowers of discord   192 
 - beauty to dwell in the same h.   190 
 - special charity for those of the h.  188 
 - common for  the ancient monks   229, f. 
 -communication between members  257 
 - guest confreres     243 
 - God brings us together    228 
 - general directive       6 
 - h. and churches of the Congregation  297 
 - edification       77 
 - founded       306 
 - h. members and externs    120 
 - charged with the well-being   241 
 - instruction of clerics    164 
 - domestic clerics      63 
 - domestic tasks of students    30 32 
 - part of h. reserved for cloister   156 
 - sermons to increase fervor    47 
 - provision        8 
 - probation       30 
 - separate  h. for 3rd Probation   153, f. 
 - suppression of a formal house   302 
 - communication within/ between h.  260 
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 - guests arriving     248 
HUMAN 
 - attachment to worldly realities   201 
 - h. reasons for visits    282 
HULMAN BEINGS 
 - apostleslivedfamiliarly among  them  272 
 - care forbidden to certain ones in particular 290 
 - not to see a h.b. in the Superior, but God 274 
 - for love of h.b., St. Antony left his solitude 274 
HUMANITIES 
 - 2 years of study after Novitiate    40 
HUMILITY 
 - aids chastity     120 
 - Constitutions on H.    120, f. 
 - bestows honor     225 
 - in externals, too     135 
 - of heart and body     121/1 
 - of spirit in obedience    148 
 - excludes excuses     144 
 - the scope of  glory     135 
 - exercised in 3rd Probation    152 
 - h. experiments for Novices    36 
 - h. expresses modesty of spirit   120 
 - false H., excusing one from ministry  186 
 - favors charity     225 
 - helped by denunciation    313 
 -12 Degrees of St. Benedict   121 
 - in fraternal correction    196 
 - in disputes      200 
 - for one’s infirmities     233 
 - h. prayer for acceptance     
 - tried in 2nd Probation     42 
 - qualities  of obedience    141 144 
 - required in Admonitor    304 
 - saved even in academic degrees   68 
 - finds glory, security    200 
 - towards guests     247 
HYMN 
 - recited after Mass     252 

 

+ 
+++ 

+ 
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IDONEITY 
 - lacking for Congregation    20 24 
 - probation of I.      27 

IGNATIUS LOYOLA, St. 
 - obedience and charity    224 
 - of denunciations     313 
 - his Constitutions     314 

IGNORANCE 
 -  of the superior: possible harm   242 
 - treatment of unknown guests   245 
ILLICIT 
 - denunciation     309 
ILLUMINATION 
 - of the mind, another scope of study    50 
ILLUSION 
 - and the sick      238 
IMAGE 
 - soul, I.   of God     223 
 - harmony:  good works    132 256 
 - head: superior     301 
 - color: divine grace     223 
 - concert: good works    132 256 
 - flagellation,  sickness    293 
 - member: subject     301 
 - business: spiritual work    226 
 - perfume poverty    134 
 -   spiritual wisdom   256 
IMITATION 
 - of saints in sacred study     65 
IMMEDIATE 
 - separation of those callusing discord  192 
 - suspension of study    127 
 - denunciation  to superior    308 
 - interrogation     314 
 - added to the acts     226 
IMPEDIMENT 
 - spiritual profit     284 
 - progressive study      77 
 - acquisition of temporal goods    88 
 - admission       10-19 
 - work of God     185 
 - necessary and learning    124 
 - practices of piety     284/2 
 - apparent for our houses    254 
 - excluded to assist needy    232 
 - not impede helping others   132 
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 - hidden        28 
 - real I. to obey, to be manifested   144 
IMPERFECTION 
 - lift I. by obedience     143 
IMPORTANCE 
 - matters of leser I.     303 
 - disputes of little I. to be avoided   203 
 - inconveniences of greater I.   301 
 - I. ministries reserved for the Professed 158 
 - St. Antony,Abbot, and I. persons  274 
IMPOSSIBILITY 
 - moral I. for universal culture in any one   56 
IMPRUDENCE 
 - no I. in Stigmatine ideal    185 
INCAPACITY 
 - for study       77 
INCEPTION 
 - said from the beginning    290 
 - of the Congregation, from God   185 
 - of sickness      240 
 - of every  religious order    189 
 - and interruption of clerical life    77 
 - interruption of what has been begun  127 
 - prayer before lessons    173 
INCLINATION 
 -  to receive correction    264 
 - of charity to seek personal salvation  262 
 - of charity towards all    215 
 - of the flesh to be restrained    48 
 - interior, depends on spiritual progress  221 
INCORRIGIBLE 
 - expulsion of the I.     179 192 
INDECENCY 
 - criteria to judge     288 
INDICATION 
 - of St. Ambrose     255 
 - of St. John Chrysostom    229 
 - of St. Jerome     252 
 - in place       195 
 - humble manifestation    144 
 - of particular friendship    218-222 
 - of evil in particular friendship   208 
 - of lesser love     212 
 - strong I of willful dissent    199 
INDIFFERENCE 
 - to profiting by one’s own work   287 
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INDISCRETION  
 - devotion – an impediment    21 
INDULGENCE 
 - toward the body     254 
INDEFATIGABLE 
 - need of recreation to continue on I.  254 
INFAMY 
 - particular friendships    209 
INFERIOR 
 - grades among priests     80 
 - superior       139 
 - the superior as I.     111 258 
INFIDEL 
 - even worse is one who does not love  188 
INFIRM 
 - gentleness toward the i.    235 293 
 - assisted by the elderly    240 
 - approached by a priest    293 
 - well cared for  in Egypt    237 
 - consoled by the confreres   252 
 - devout care  Stigmatine Mission  163/6 291 
 -    work of charity  234 
 -   Stigmatines   234 242 
 - cared for  by superior, or infirmarian  241 
 - desire for comfort     240 
 - from any illness     292 
 - exhorted to draw up a  will   294 296 
 -  keep the i. from sadness    237 
 - fakers       238 
 - brother of Christ     236 
 - charged to care for the i.    241 
 - inconveniences     253 
 -merit absolute precedence   236 
 - Lupo, writer on the sick    240 
 - nostalgia for  one’s mother   240 
 - rich or poor      292 
 - serve the i. as Jesus Christ   236 
 - transported to the Infirmary   240 
 - treatment of ailing guests    245 
INFIRMARY 
 - an ample place     240 
 - transported to the I.    240 
INFIRMARIAN 
 - serves the ill     241 
INFORMATION 
 - regarding important matters   258 
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INFUSION 
 - of virtues       48 
INNOCENT III, Pope 
 - on the care of the sick    237 
INNOVATION 
 - spirit of I. in particular friendshi;s   208 
INSERTION 
 - of virtues opposed to vices    48 
INSINUATION 
 - of vice in particular friendship   209 
INSPIRATION 
 - of the Congregation  by God   185 
INSTITUTE [cf. CONGREGATION; ORDER] 
 - the good of the I. prevails over the individual 285 
 - has all in common     226 
 - greater advantage     218 
 - obligations of I. added to Priesthood   48 
 - offices of one’s own I.     48 
 - to love more those who so merit   217 
INSTRUCTION 
 - on the meaning of prayer    173 
 - on fraternal correction    196 
 - of David and Pythagoras    235 
 - of the ancient Alexandrian monks  275 
 - of St. Antony, Abbot    275 
 - of St. Basil       226 394 
 - of St. Bernard     231 
 - of sacred sciences      45 
 - of contemplated virtues     49 
 - divine I., implored     127 
 - of Clerics, a privileged Stigmatine ministry 164 
 - and exhortation     163/3 
 - greater I. of penitents    277 
INSTRUCTOR 
 - for 3rd Probation,  and mortification  156 
 - authority, experience    154 
 - depends on director    156 
 - gives weekly instructions    155 
INTEGRITY  
 - of superior’s authority    301 
 - lack of physical I., impediment    22 
INTELLECT 
 - capacity of I., and piety: both necessary 7  10  18 20 25 
 - bring into conformity with superior  140 
 - contrasts of will more than I.   199 
 - weakness       77 
 - origin of opinions     197 199 
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 - rejoices in light-heartedness   256 
 - required for visiting    276 
 - renounce one’s own ideas out of obedience 141 
 - expression of postulant’s I.    31 
 - vigorous expression in wills   293 
INTENTION 
 - of those who bring children to our schools 166 
 - command under precept    138 
 - of self-glory, personal pleasure   135 
 - expressed by private vow     83 
 - pure and formal required by obedience  146 
 - renders a vow perpetual     87 
 - right i. of charity   65 173 179 282 284 
INTERIOR 
 - inclinations      221 
 - progress in I., discipline of Novices   34 
 - spiritual progress     221 
 - perfume of wisdom    296 
INTERPRETATION 
 - of Constitution 4     290 
 - of dissent as lack of esteem   197 
INTERROGATION  [SCRUTINY] 
 - of Jesuit Novices     314 
 - silence when not interrogated   121/4 
INTIMACY 
 - acceptance of I. of heart    225 
 - words from deep within    210 
IRREGULARITY 
 - juridical, an impediment     15 
ISAIAH [PROPHEAT] 
 - offered himself; purified    186 
ISRAEL 
 - listen I., and be silent! [SHEMA!]   150 

 

+ 
+++ 

+ 
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JEALOUSY 
 - fomented  by particular friendship  209 
 - cause of dissents     197 
 - contrary to charity     216 
JEREMIAH 
 - excused himself, but did not refuse!  186 
JEROME, St. Father of the Church 
 - care of the sick     237 
 - love and fear toward the superior  137 
 - conversation of ancient monks   252 
JEST 
 - do not offend, even in j.    193 
 - do not touch     117 

JESUS CHRIST  [cf. the LORD] 
 - ALPHA/ OMEGA      51 
 - shared drink     271 
 - special love for John    217 
 - knowledge of the crucified    51 
 - to gain all for Him     272 
 - the ‘LORD’   187 191 217 221 236 271 
 - taught fraternal correction   196 
 - Spouse of the soul    109 
 - charity to J.C. increases spiritual progress 221 
 - obey the superior, as J.C.   139 
 - His example proposed    271 
 - religious the paranymph of  J.C.  109 
 - serve the sick as J.C.    236 
 - sole knowledge of St. Paul    51 
 - His observance of perfection   271 
 -  the Model      268 
 - union with J.C., fruit of common life  221 228 
JOHN 
 - Evangelist, specially loved by Jesus  217 
 - Chrysostom     195 229 230 266 
 -Climacus [avoidance of arguments]  206 207 
JOKES 
 - harmful, crude to be avoided   132 256 
JOSEPH – Abbot [cf. CASSIAN]    197 
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JOY 
 - meals shared in j. by Early Church  189 
 - Brothers rejoice!      25  
 - in doing one’s own will    121/11 
 - obeying       148 
 - in common life     190 
 - of one who studies      59 
 - in just repose     254 
 - aroused by jest     256 
 - in objects distributed for use   104 
 - in others’ spiritual well-being   223 
 - in being denounced    313, f. 
JUDAS 
 - traitor       195 
JUDGMENT 
 - Capitular, not definitive    300 
 - criteria for liceity     288 
 - of superior’s admonitor    304 
 - of penances for those in training   156 
 - of superior  regarding Profession  160 
 -  guide for confreres   151 
 - of Confessor for penances   112 
 - danger of division     301 
 - of St. Basil, on education    166 
 - many j., excluded in community   301 
 - not to trust one’s own    151 
 - not to judge the superior    150 
 - on the Grade, dignity of each   307 
 - superior governs by his j.   298 
 -    alone    301 303 
JUSTICE 
 - affairs of j. not permitted    273 
 - j.  distinction of honor    216 
 - it is j. to honor  the most useful  215 
 -   priests    217 

 

 
+ 

+++ 
+ 
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KEYS 
 - prohibited       99 

KNOWLEDGE [cf. LEARNING; TECHNICAL; THEOLOGICAL; WISDOM; STUDY] 

 - to know how to administer to the dying  291 
 - know the practice of the Early Church  252 
 - MORE THAN ORDINARY   49 50 159 
 - acquired with alacrity    62  125 
 - acquired by the Lord    65 127 
 - regarding faith, customs    49 
 - where to find it     54 
 - two-fold theological    50 
 - Christ Crucified     51 
 - moral purpose     167  
 - lack  of learning ability, an impediment   18 
 - not to precede piety    127 
 - PROGRESS      49, f. 
 - required of teachers    175 
 - required by Postulants     31 
 - in Postulants      31 
 - sign of Jesus’ disciples    187 
 - of the affections of the soul   220 
 - criteria for the apostolate    288 
 - how one should respond    276 
 - pf the End,  to avoid scandal   286 
 - of the perfection of the Apostles   272 
 - of one’s own responsibility   309 
 - of the superior’s will    142 
 - decree  of moderating it    122,f. 
 - of necessary matters    124 
 - of defects outside of Confession    47 111 
 - of one’s thinking to leave    308 
 - to communicate edifying matters  258 
 - to know good that is good   259 
 - passive, of candidates     29 
 - to know how to treat guests   245 
 - practices known to the Early Church  252 
 

+ 
+++ 

+ 
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LABOR 
 - common in religious life    226 
 - corporal l. explained    113 
 - house chores spared those who study   63 
 - distributed according  to capacity  220 
 - done by Brothers      78 
 - strength adapted to l.     17 25 26 
 - manual       113 287 
 - necessary to limit the number    25 
LACK 
 - of charity, to be punished    212 
 - of necessities     134 
 - of criterion, impediment     10 
 - of intelligence, impediment    14 
 - of apostles to the sick    291 
 - in the apostolate     284 
LNGUAGE 
 - study of l. after  novitiate     40 54 
 - possibly perfect in the Congregation   56 
LARGESSE 
 - of criteria in judgment  of liceity 
LATIN 
 - matter of study      54 
LAUGHTER 
 - facility  restrained, 2nd degree of humility 121/3 
LUNDERER 
 - subject to the Prefect     80 
 - and Brothers      79 
LAW 
 - actions prohibited by common, particular l. 288 
 - to sell the fruits of one’s labors   287 
 - requires probation      86 
 - to deliberate on important matters  302 
 - ecclesiastical and civil matters of study    53 
 - general and particular, read in Novitiate  33 
 - proper and special, for the apostolate  288 
 - total of superior     303 
 - of charity      211 
 - doctors in the l.     200 
 - on the works of the apostolate   288 
LAY 
 - clothing during 1st Probation    29 
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LAZINESS 
 -  discords      279 283 
 - flee l., means of chastity   113 
 -   sanctification    48 
 - not too many Brothers     25 
 - leads to particular friendships   220 
LEARN [cf. KNOWLEDGE] 
 - to speak, by being silent    255 
LEFT 
 - decisions l. to superior    144 
 - l. to the Congregation    297 
 - to be moved by obedience   186 
 - objects l. in use by poverty   133 
 - objects l. to obedience    147   
 - solitude of ancient monks    274, f. 
 - study l. by obedience    127 
 - treatment l. and rediscovered   248 
LEGATION [cf. ANTONY, Abbot] 
LEO III, Pope 
 - canon of the Council of Megonza  273 
LESION/ INJURY 
 - of one’s neighbor in discussions   202 
 - of the health of one who studies    59 
LESSENING 
 - of occasions for ambition    301 
 - of charity  in diversity of opinions  197 
 - presumed l. of esteem    197 
 - obedience never l.     145 
LESSON 
 - to the young, uneducated: Stigmatine MISSION 165 
 - offences avoided during l.   200 
 - public and private to clerics   164 
LETTER [epistle] 
 - to women – cautions    114 
 - to friends, relatives – excluded   153 
 - colloquies by l.     260 
 - communications     257 261 
 - frequent among confreres   257, f. 
 - means of union     259 260 
 - between superiors, subjects   258 
LETTERS [literature] 
 - culture required of the ‘Professed’  159 
 - literary exercises need order, method  176 
 - and fervor      152 
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 - instruction of the young    166 
 - progress for teachers    175 
 - study after Novitiate     40 54 
LIBERTY/ FREEDOM 
 - from sin       150 
 - of students from work, concerns    59 63 
 - free disposition of one’s goods   296 
 - of manifestation of conscience    47 
 - transport of books, not f.     95 
 - the use of  food      97 
 - the dismissal of a Novice     83 
 - dispensation from vows     87 
LIBRARY 
 - common, well endowed in every house   60 
LICIT 
 - functions      286 
LIE 
 - not in those who disguise their dress  286 
LIFE 
 - in what a beautiful l. consists   131 
 - clerical l., begun, interrupted    77 
 - granted by God to the sick   293 
 - of St. Antony, Abbot    274 
 - eternal l., goal of preaching   182 
 - kind of Stigmatine l.     28 148 
 - religious to regulate     33 
 - holiness of l., required by Professed   159 
 - state of perfect l.  in Christ   271 
 -    in Apostles    272 
 - at the end of l.      46 
 - Superior General elected for l.     8 
LIGHTNESS 
 - not to be manifested in discussions  203 
LIMIT 
 - to the office of Superior    301 
 - no l. for guests     245 
 - private vows without l.     84 
LISTEN [cf. HEAR] 
 - silently to Superior     150 
LITIGATION 
 - to be avoided     295 
LITTLE 
 - a l. at a time     279 
LITURGY 
 - matter of study      53 
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LORD [cf. JESUS CHRIST] 
 - of all knowledge      65 
 - ‘In the L.’       44 303 
 - His will done in vows    143 
LOSS 
 - of time in particular friendships   220 
LOVE 
 - of neighbor precedes    283 
 - for the superior, as father    147 
 - inspired by St. Antony    274 
 - excessive in particular friendships  219 
 - effect of likeness     227 
 - self-l. to be denied      48 
LUPO: writer 
 - on the care of the sick    240 

 

+ 
+++ 

+
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MAGISTRATE 
 - St. Antony treats with m.    274 
MAGONZA 
 - Council       273 
MAJORITY 
 - vote for important deliberations   302 
MALADY 
 - punishment, flagellation,  purification by God 293 
 - of particular friendships    213 
 - diabolical to confirm oneself   206 
 - exonerates one from common table  229 
 - impediment to study     77 
 -    acceptance    17 
 - inform of any m.     292 
 - motive for humility     233 
 - renders one less apt     22 
 - assistance in convents    234 240 
 - supported patiently    293 
MALICE 
 - of those faking illness    238 
MANIFESTATION 
 - of preference      220 
 - of charity      220 
 - towards guests     245, f. 
 - of lightness in disputes    203 
 - of ready obedience    143 
 - of the spirit of reasonable command  195 
 - of virtue in the 2nd  Probation    42 
MANNER 
 - STIGMATINE MANNER; MODUS    2 
 - in the same m.     286 
 - to attend to the m. of assigned study  126 
 - good m. in dealing with others    26 
 - counsel given in due m.    296 
 - of Stigmatine ministries      2 155 
 - of the government of the Congregation  298 308 
 - of common table     230 
 - of the vow of chastity   105 
 -   obedience   138 
 -    poverty    90 96 
 - of admission      27 32 
 - deduced from the End    283 
 - of disordered apostolate    284 
 - of assistance to the dying    291 297 
 - of command to avoid    195 
 - of making a will      33 39 
 - of dealing with others     26 271 283 
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 - m. and measure     278 
 - ‘in what m.’      266 
 - ‘in no m.’      267 299 
 - ‘in this m.’      284/3 
 - in rewards      180 
MANNERS 
 - excellent m. required among Professed 159 
 - illicit, caused by dissent    201 
 - honest, m. praised  in Chapter   300  
 - proven m. retained by students    65 
 - purity in m. assisted by modesty   119 
MANY 
 - discussions depend on m.   301 
 - usefulness of the views of m.   300 
MASON [worker] 
 - subject to Fr. Architect     80 
 - office of Brothers      79 
MASS [cf.. EUCHARIST] 
MASTER 
 - the superior      147 
 - of Novices       32, f. 
 - of Exterior Discipline       8  
 - of Interior Discipline      8 111 
 - of school ability, learning   175 
 -  punishments    178 
 -   tasks & lessons   176 
 -   dignity to retain   178 
 -  diligence    175, f. 
 -   exhortation    172 
 -   preparation    176 
 -   concerned about progress  175 
MASTERY 
 - pretended      285 
MATHEMATICS 
 - matter of study      54 
MATRIMONY 
 - consummated, impediment    11 
MATTER 
 - every Stigmatine specialized in some m.  57 
     Stigmatine study 
 - agriculture, architecture, liberal/meca. Arts  54 71 
 - calligraphy       54 
 - chant        45 
 - casuistry       53 
 - caatechetics      55 
 - catechism       37 51 
 - Church and Civil Law      53 
 - design        54 
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 - sacred eloquence      55 
 - philosophy       40 55 
 - physics        54 
 - letters, language      40 534 
 - liturgy        53 
 - mathematics, medicine, metaphysics   54 
 - mystical theology      53 
 - orthography       54 
 - patristics       40 53 
 - sciences       71 
 - history, civil, church, literary, local   54 
 - Scholastic, Thomism     40 53 
MATTERS  
 - discourses on what pertains to God  225 
 - disdain of earthlym.    225 
 - perseverance in every  m.   145 
 - all in common among early Christians  189 226 
MATURITY 
 - considered      299 
MAXIM 
 - Founder’s [Ph 1:6]: The One Who …  185 
MEANS 
 - sure m. to avoid error    185 
 - to the End of the Congregation     6 
 - of the apostolate, conditional   282 
 - just to be observed    284 
 - for chastity, in particular     10 119 
 - to profit in study     175 
 - to promote good habits in the young  168 
 - to promote neighbor’s welfare    59 68 
 - to sustain religion     221 266 
 - of charity      221 266 
 - spiritual progress      47 
 - ‘according to the m.’     48 
MEASURE 
 - love that exceeds just m.    217 
 - of charity for one’s neighbor   283 
 - manner and m. of particular czses  278 
 - in dealing with one’s neighbor   282 
 - just  m. for study      62 
MECHANICS 
 - matter of study      54 
MEDICINE 
 - consult the doctor     239 
 - matter of study      54 
MEDIOCRITY 
 - not m. culture required    159 
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MEDITATION/ CONTEMPLATION 
 - contemplata tradere      49 
 - and charity      227, f. 
 - and chastity      110 
 - spiritual activity of the Postulant    31 
 - furtive, reproved     126 
 - half-hour daily      47 
 - preferred over study    127 
 - union with brothers increases with m.  222 
MEETINGS 
 - with women, cautions    114 
MEMBER 
 - of the body depends on the head  301 
 -  preferred    215 
 -   equally loved, defended  215 
MEMORY 
 - catechism learned by m.     51 
 - of God’s precepts, 12th Grade of Humility 121/12 
 - with lack of m. one is less suited    20 
 - loss of m. In students     77 
 - sufficient m. in candidates for  priesthood  26 
MENTALITY 
 - as of a different world    267 
MENTION 
 - made of St. Optatus, St. Augustine  261 
MERCHANDISING 
 - prohibited to religious    285 
 - religious dressed as a merchant   286 
 - spiritual of religious    226 
MERCY 
 - divine, never despaired of   293 
 - works of m., in helping the sick   286 
 - towards guests     247 
MERIT 
 - of each respected     220 
METHOD 
 - recommended in study    176 
MILIITIA 
 - of God, excludes temporary affairs  270 
 - dressed as soldiers    286 
MIND 
 - communion of m. among religious  226 
 - mental fatigue to be regulated    62 
 - illumination of m., scope of study   50 
 - mental tension diminished   253 
MINGLE 
 - religious should not m. in secular affairs 270 285 
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MINISTER 
 - of director        8 
MINISTRY [cf. END; MEANS] 
 - appropriate     262 
 - entrusted  by the Holy Spirit   185 
 - to lead to frequent reception of sacraments 183 
 - apostolic, arduous and difficult   185 
 - assist the dying     291 
 - chairs of philosophy & theology    66 
 - conditions for its acceptance   282, f. 
 - conformity to proper vocation   185 
 - guided by Congregation    185 
 - exhortation to good    280 
 - directed by Bishop     185 
 - excessive      284 
 - excluded for students     63 
 - gratuity      3 67 102 184 
 - graviora      158 185 262  
 - no place unless spiritual    284 
 -  Stigmatine m.     155 
 - spiritual reading, lessons    182 
 - not sought directly     185 
 - ecclesiastical m.      48 
 - perfection of priestly  m.      7 
 - dangerous      185 284 
 - principal, graviora,  reserved to Professed  158 
 - progressive exercise of m.   72-76 
 - proportionate to the End of the Congregation 262 
 - m. towards one’s neighbor     41 152 
 - qualities for spiritual m.     26 
 - sacred m. requires purification   186 
 - varia et propria     185 
 - proper dress worn     137 
MINOR 
 - OFM Constitutions     311 
 - than k for for m. goods    233 
MIXTURE 
 - of indifferent matters in conversations  279 
MODERATION 
 - of senses & acts of the body   128 
 - of the desire to know    122, f. 
 - of the exterior apparatus of life   133 252 
 - of instinct to excel     120 
 - of words in disputes    202 
 - of affections in the Professed     159 
 - of individual penance     44 
 - director, moderator of the House    8 
 - m. a form of modesty    120 
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 - in dealing with our neighbor   282 285 
 - in loving one’s confreres    214 
 - friendship among the young   115 
 - severity to be avoided    132 
 - in dealing with others    284 
MODESTY 
 - how it is shown     119 
 - with guests      248 
 - and humility      120 
 - conserved in recreation    132 
 - in all       120 
 - Admonitor      304 
 - in disputes      128 132 
 - moderation      119 
 - ornament for chastity    119, f. 
 - four-fold      120 
 - Religious      248 
 - useful for edification    119, f. 
MONASTERY 
 - care of feminine m. forbidden   290 
 - faults outside the m.    311 
 - proposals to keep     147 
MONEY BOX  
 - closed by key, prohibited     99 
 - for alms ,excluded      93 
MONK [cf. MONASTERY] 
 - left soliltude      274 
 - their conversations    252 
 - abstinence from secular affairs   273 
 - their charity      195 
 - of Egypt      237 
 - worked and sold     287 
 - recreations      252 
 - the ruin of the devil    151 
 - visits to externs     276 
 - common life     229 
MONTH 
 - confession for students    168 
MORAL 
 - habits to be promoted among the young 168 
 - purpose of school     167 
 - necessity of m. theology     49 50 
 - according to St. Alphonsus    55 
 
MORE 
 - do not give m. to one over another  220 
MORIBOND 
 - care of them, Stigmatine Mission  163/6 291 297 
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 - prayers for       46 
MORNING 
 - meditation  made in the m.    47 
MOSES 
 - invited to listen in silence    150 
MOTHER 
 - desired by the sick     240 
MOTION/MOVEMENT 
 - decent  & honest     128 131 
 - bodily to moderate     128 132 
 - of soul toward one’s own excellence  120 
 - allow oneself to be moved by Superior   186 
 - not offensive     132 
 - pure & simple     129 
MOTIVE 
 - impeding activity     285 
 - to seek, discuss, ponder comments  149 
 - sickness exonerates common life  229 
 - for singularity in food    231 
 - to manifest impediment    144 
 - to visit externs     282 
 - excludes all particular friendships  218 
 - no m. for murmuring    194 
 - identical m.      295 
 - manifest a preference    220 
 - humanly honest, yet insufficient   282 
MOURNING 
 - simple        92 
MULTIPLICATION 
 - charity m. the individual 10 times  266 
MULTIPLICITY 
 - of ministries      185 
 - of dignities in religion to be eliminated  301 
 - and unity in charity     266 
 - dangers of m. schisms    301 
MUTUAL 
 - encouragement to virtue    265 
MYSTICAL THEOLOGY 
 - theoretical and practical, matters of study  53 
MURMURING 
 - excluded      194 
 - an evil       194 
MUTILATION 
 - impediment for admission    15 

+ 
+++ 

+
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NATIVE 
 - tongue, matter of study     54 

NATURE 
 - of superior’s office     301 
 - n. of resisting virtue, less suited    21 
 - gifts of n.      255 
 - natural impediments for entrance   10 
 - obedience opposes n.    145 
 - possibilities denied to n.    266 

NECESSARY/ NECESSITY 
 - cautions  for n. contact with women  114 
 - n. regarding food, furnishings    43 
 - n. knowledge to acquire    124 125 
 - the supremely n. counsel    284 
 - n. for one’s salvation    242 
 - n. of the sick to meet    238 
 - of the Admonitor     304 
 - n. of   food and the like   91 43 134 226 
 - of order in the community    307 
 - of unity of direction    301 
 - of conversation     277 282 
 - of epistolary correspondence   260 
 - of a certain hierarchy in charity   216 
 - of recreation     254 
 - of visits       269 
 - to adapt oneself to others    279 
 - of assisting confreres    232 
 - of taking  counsel of the superior  299 
 - to descend to particular cases   278 
 - to make a will     294 
 - to be guided in business    195 
 - books for each student     61 
 - to provide for salvation    295 
 - disguises for missionaries   286 
 - clothing        43 100  
 - food and clothing for guests   244 
 - distribution according ton.   189 
 - impediments for n. learning   124 
 - individual n. to keep in mind   189 249 
 - establishment of n. heirs    295 
 - greater n.,  reason for humility   233 
 - lack of n. to be met    134 
 - fewer n., reason for gratitude   233 
 - what is n. by nature, to be provided   91 
 - some n., a sign of particular friendships 219 
 - useful and n. rules to be explained   33 
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 - according to n., more duties on some   82 
 - help n. to charity     244 
 - time strictly n.     293 
 - various n. allow one to handle affairs  273 
NEED 
 - of goodness     159 
 - of literary erudition     159 
 - THE END OF THE CONGREGATION  262 

 - ministries requiring priesthood  158  
 - right order, think first of one’s own salvation 283 
NEGATION 
 - do not deny gifts of nature   255 
 -   help to the sick   238 
NEGLIGENCE 
 - in exterior conduct to be avoided  136 
 - in the care of the sick    237 
 - in study, to combat    125 
NEIGHBOR 
 - drawn to virtue     280 
 - refine manner of dealing with n.    26 
 - familiar conversations    267 
 - in danger of death     291-297 
 - being useful to one’s neighbor   155 
 - ancient monks     274 
 - usefulness to n. kept in mind   283 
NEW 
 - formation for 2nd  Probation    42 
NIGHT 
 - called  during the n. to the sick   292 
NOON 
 - examen of conscience     47 
NUN [cf. MONK, SISTER] 
 - perpetual care excluded      4 
NOBLE 
 - more n. members of the body   215 
NORM 
 - juridical n. for clergy     33 
NOTE – NOTABLE – NOTORIETY 
 - what is n. outside     107 
 - n. defects      313 
 - words of St. Pachomius    237 
 - sins to denounce     312 
 - n. persecutor      15 
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NOTHING 
 - can be compared to charity   266 
 - families ties weigh n. in religion   218 
NOURISHMENT 
 - of sin       309 
NOVITIATE 
 - habit of Novices      32 
 - apostolate      280 
 - for 1 already finished school    41 
 - dismissal of a Novice     83 
 - exercises in humility     36 
 - inconveniences     253 
 - teaching and study of catechism    37 
 - interrogation     314 
 - juridical reading of each semester   33 
 - separate place      32 39 153 
 - training        33 39 
 - treatment of guests    245 
 - simple vows after Novitiate    89 
NUMBER 
 - of Brothers limited      25 
 - of those in training     153, f.  

 
 

 
+ 

+++ 
+ 
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OATH  
 - confirms      206 
OBEDIENCE 
 - to the head      139 
 - to judgment of the Superior   288 
 - to take counsel     299 
 - to Superior, as to Christ     18 139 
 - to superior,  regarding private vows   84 
 - to superior regarding acquisitions   90 
 - to superior regarding use of goods   48 
 - to Bishop regarding all ‘Misisons’    2 
 - apostolate outside of obedience   284/1 288 
 - builder of charity     224 
 - constant      145 148 
 - Constitutions on obedience   138-151 
 - 10th Grade of humility    121/10 
 - of assistance to the Brothers    81 
 - material       140 
 - intelligent      140 141 145 
 - to go to live somewhere    181 
 - of will      140 141 146 187 
 - difficult       145 
 - diligent       147 
 - due to superiors      48 
 - doubts &  decisions left to superiors  144 
 - exclude only what displeases God  142 
 - to exercise patience    121/9 
 - favored by denunciation    313 
 - norms for study     126 
 - strong       141 145 
 - degrees       142-151 
 - joyful       148 
 - in matters  of obligation    142 
 - in general      138-142 
 - in virtue of o.     138 
 - incapacity to obey      19 
 - integral       141 142 
 - formal and pure intention    146 
 - liberal       184 
 - not opposed to God, the Church, Const. 141 
 - through o.      184 
 - opinions      197 
 - for residence     184 
 - perfect, leaves takes incomplete   142, f. 
 - persevering      145 148 
 - more pure & perfect    301 
 - precedes command    142 
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 - ready       141 143 
 - refused       290 
 - repugnant  to nature    145 
 - simple       149 
 - silent       150 
 - humble       141 144 148 
 - universal      141, f. 
 - exit by o.      312 
 - virtue         6 
 - religious virtue      49 
 - voluntary      147 
OBLIGATION 
 - civil, natural: impediments    13 
 - renders one less suited     23 
 - obligatory  care of souls forbidden  290 
 - of simple vows      87 
 - of priestly, religious state     48 
 - to inform superior       47 111 
 - no o. of Congregation of private vows   83 
 - obedience in obligatory matters   142 
 - St. Anthony : obligated to rest   274 
 - under pain of sin – excluded   138 
OBSEQUIUM    [cf. SERVICE]  
 - to the merit of each    220 
 - of Bishops, purpose of Congregation    1 151 

 - extended to the sick    237 
 - mutual element of charity    195 
OBSERVANCE 
 - of norms dealing with women   281 
 - to know what to o.      31 
 - of vows        90 
 - of right order     307 
 - of just means     284 
 -  of respect for priests    217 
 - of perfection by Christ     48 
 - of directives for wills    296 
 - of right measure     180 
 - of worship prescribed by rule   284/2 
 - of all that helps a good death   291 
 - of a precept of J.C. in Basil’s rule  166 
 - dutiful o. of those to be cured   146 150 
 - right intention  to o.    146 
 - disciplinary o.      48 
 - perfect o. of divine & human precepts   48 166 
 - regular, necessary      19 
 - observant religious    288 
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OBSERVATION 
 - of what is better     288 
 - excellent o. of St. Bonaventure   238 
OBSTINACY 
 - to be avoided in disputes   202 203 206 209 
 - renders one less apt for the Congregation  20 
OCCASION 
 - of ambition diminished    301 
 - of good counsel     280 
 - of contrasting principles    201 
 - of a lessening  of charity    197 
 - of exhortations during lessons   172 
 - of litigation, eliminated    295 
 - to multiply dignities in religion   301 
OCCUPATION 
 - a religious  soul too occupied   288 
 - assiduous, means of holiness    28 
 - apostolates      284/3 
 - physical strength and o.     17 
 - impediment to study     63 
 - interrupted under obedience   143 
 - Stigmatine o.      48 
OFFENSE 
 - bitter, to avoid     191 
 - to confreres      193 
 - to charity      212 220 
 - to discipline      305 
 - of sight       131 
 - charity does not o.     220 
 - of weak souls     231 
 - avoided by kindness,  modesty   202 
 - no injuries among monks    195 
 - private, public, in jest    193 
OFFERING 
 - at the altar, interrupted    191 
 - of Chairs to Congregation    67 
 - of counsel to the  ill    295 
 - of hospitality to confreres    243 
 - of self, to obey     184 
OFFICE 
 - angelic of religious     109 
 - head of o., to obey     139 
 - compensation for several o.: excluded  102 
 - competence in o.     290 
 - of Brothers       79 81 
 - of confessors regarding wills   296 
 - distribution of o.     307 
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 - distribution proportionate to o.   220 
 - daily duty for Divine O.     45 47 
 - stopped on one’s o.     77 
 - limits to o. of the superior    301 
 - many o. of the Brothers     82 
 - obligations deriving from one’s o.   48 
 - occupations in one’s proper o.    48 
 - priestly o.       69 
 - special o. of common well-being   241 
 - minor officials      80 
OLD AGE 
 - the sick entrusted to the elderly   240 
 - defects noted by the elderly   207 
 - does not exonerate from common table 229 
 - do not be stubborn conversing with elderly 207 
 - do not overlook their observations  151 
OMEGA/ ALPHA 
 - Jesus Christ      51 
ONE 
 - instructor for 3rd Probation   154 
 - one Spouse of soul    109 
OPENING 
 - for the apostolate     286 
 - o. sign of particular friendship   219 
OPINION 
 - common on absolution    301 
 - o. contrasted leads to offences   200 
 - avoid contrasts     197 
 - litigation over o.      199 
 - difference of o., human and inoffensive  197 202 
 - harmful       197 
 - o. rejected, esteem lessened   197 
 - different o. in practical matters   201 
 - different  o. on disputed questions  198 
 - of the wise on  distribution   216 
 - of the superior, not to be judged   150 
 - of many in religion     301 
 - not to oppose the o. of one’s elders  207 
 - new, contrary to solid doctrine   198 
 - obstinate defense of one’s own o.  202 205 207 
 - refers to the intellect    197 
 - value of common o.    300 
OPPORTUNITY 
 - of time & place in teaching catechism   37 
 - judged by the superior    303 
OPPOSITION 
 - to the offering of professors’ chairs   67 
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OPTATUS, St. 
 - communication among early Christians  261 
ORATORY 
 - for the young, uneducated: privileged mission  165 

 - recommended and useful    182 
ORDER 
 - action elevated to superior o.   281 
 - custom of ancient religious o.    30 
 - maintain o. in study    127 176 
 - of exterior movements    131 
 - excluded for Brothers     78 
 - demands of right o.    283 
 - remain in o. received     77 
 - necessary for each community   307 
 - in honor, not excluded by charity  216 
 - minor O.,  at 25 years of age    70 
 -  first beginnings of each religious O.  189 
 - promotion to sacred O.     71 
 - respected by charity    216 220 222 
 - equally misunderstood    216 
ORDERED 
 - charity is most o.     188 262 
ORDINARY 
 - way of life      134 
ORIGIN 
 - of division is pride     206 
 - of excessive love, particular friendship  219 
ORNAMENT  
 - of virtue, painted by H. Spirit   223 
ORTHODOX 
 - directives of o. Bishops    185 
ORTHOGRAPHY 
 - matter of study      54 
OSTENTATION 
 - in serving God     136 
 - in exterior attitude of grief    136 
OTHER 
 - o. goods      262 283 
OUTSTANDING 
 - application of principles    253 
 - expression of St. Basil    220 
OVER-LOOK 
 - prayer       134 
 - punishments for the elderly   151 

+ 
+++ 

+
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PACHOMIUS, St.  
 - in the care of the sick    237 
PARAGON 
 - nothing is comparable to charity   268 
PARANYMPH 

 - religious for J.C.     109 
PARDON 
 - offences      293 
PARENTS 
 - correction of children    178 
PAR EXCELLENCE 
 - particular friendships    217 
PARISH 
 - instruction  of clerics in P. [Stigmatine Mission] 164 
 - forbidden to Stigmatines    290 
PARISH MISSIONS 
 - one of the privileged Stigmatine ministries 163  
PARSIMONY 
 - religious and Stigmatine      6 

PART [cf. SECTION] 
 -12 Parts of the ORIGINAL CONSTITUTIONS :  
  Compendium Rude   1-8 

1. Ad-MISSION   9-26 

2. E-MISSION    17-39 

3. 2nd Probation   40-46 

4. Progress    47-68 

5. Promotion    69-82 

6. Vows in General   83-89 

7. Vows in Particular  90-151 

8. Promotion of Students  152-157 

9. Grade of the Professed  158-186 

10. Union    187-266 

11. Familiar Conversation  267-297 

12. Government   298-314 
 - of the House reserved – cloister   156 
 - duties of one, or both p.    290 
 - ‘in great p.’      224 
 - ‘do not obey in p.’     142 
 - ‘for this p.’      150 
 - inclination to one p.,ministry rather than to another 185 211 
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PARTICIPATION 
 - in the weakness of others    234 
 - in the loss of a confrere    308 
PARTICULAR 
 - good proposed     285 
 - p. circumstances     278 
 - p. care forbidden     290 
 - p. means for charity & poverty   226 
PARTICULAR FRIENDSHIP 
 - loss of time      220 
 - distances others     219 
 - destabilizes discipline    208 
 - castigation      212 
 - ill-will       208 
 - consequences     220 
 - to be corrected     213 
 - disorder       216 
 - divides       208 
 - community within the community  208   
 - to be avoided     115 208 
 - imperfection, against the rule   220 
 - inclines towards the few, one   211 219 
 - introduces jealousies, etc.   209 211 
 - injures harmony     209 211 
 - vicious bond    208 209 213 216 
 - way to recognize it     218 220 
 - not to be admitted     217 
 - not based on God’s glory    218 
 - not based on usefulness    218 
 - it is singular, private, only human  215 217 
 - danger for chastity     210 
 - contagious      213 
 - those who do not emend    213 
 - a vice       203 
PASSAGE  
 - from self-love to charity    283 
PASTOR 
 - not obliged to pay Stigmatines [GRATIS ] 286  
PATIENCE 
 - in hardships, difficulties    121/9 
 - exercised in obedience    121/9 
 - in illness      293 
 - in visits       293 
PAUL, St. – Apostle  
 - Apostle     109 123 166 195 270  
 - Jesus Crucified      51 
 - worked &  earned a living    282 
 - how Christians should converse   276 
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 - Christ, Spouse of Souls [ESPOUSALS] 109 
 - secular affairs avoided    270 
 - moderation of learning    123 
 - mutual service     195 
 - education of children, Stigmatine Mission 166 
 - honor due to priests    217 
 - the care of parents     188 
 - reconciliation after anger    191 
 - wise stupidity     124 150 
PEACE 
 - avoids pride, envy     233 
 - theoretically, even with different ideas  197 
 - among religious     233 
PENANCE 
 - assists perfection     156 
 - of Postulant       31 
 - in food & drink     112 
 - superior’s counsel needed   112 156 
 - of common life      43 
 - imposed by Confessor, Superior    44 112 156 
 - need to treat with penitents as friends  277 
 - private p. assigned    156 
 - of the sick      293 
 - proportionate & moderate     44 
 - rules        43 44 112 
 - required for religious     44 
PEOPLE 
 - favor of early Christians among p.  189 
 - preaching  to the p., Stigmatine Mission 163/1  
PERDITION 
 - religious share in  p. of a confrere  308 
PERFECTING [cf. PROGRESS] 
 - a work willed by God    185 
 - of theological virtues     48 
 - of studies       41 
 - of literary studies      40 

PERFECTION [cf. PROGRESS; UNION] 
 - aided by mortification    156 
 - actions contrary     220 
 - of priestly ministry       7 
 - of charity      216 
 - diminished by contrasts    221 
 - cf.  OBSEQUIUM       7 
 - doctrine, 2nd means for Congregation   89 
 - inconveniences     253 
 - instructions on p.     163/3 165 
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 - in assuming clerical state    169 
 - does not refuse relaxation   253 
 - perfect obedience     143 
 - more p. obedience     142 301 
 - sought by candidates     26 
 - spiritual, 1st means for Congregation    6 
 - state of perfection of Jesus Christ  271 
 -    Apostles    2 
PERFUME 
 - of religious poverty    134 
 - of spiritual wisdom     236 
PERHAPS 
 - harm p. from ignorance    242 
 - emendation p. obtained    207 
 - ministries p. dangerous    185 284 
 - disturbances p. among confreres  191 
PERMANENCE 
 - of guests in a place    244 
PERMISSION 
 - for children to go to J.C.    166 
 - asked of Bishop for all ‘Missions’ Stigmatine ‘modality’   2 
 - contrasts not to be permitted   199 
 - to emit a private vow      84 
 - to read other books, denied   174 
 - to hear Confessions    108 
 - law does not permit particular  friendships 211 
 - limits to p. in poverty    247 
 - denied to beg alms    297 
PERPETUITY 
 - of religious virtues       6 
PERSEVERANCE 
 - of candidates for priesthood    26 
 - of Novices to be examined    34     
 - in obedience     145 148 
 - in faith, encouraged to the sick   293 
 - in study        62 125 
PERSIA 
 - contemporary presence in Rome & P.  266 
PERSON 
 - gestures      131 
 - greater holiness in some    218 
 - obedience of a p.     290 
 - reward       187 
 - regarding      131 137 
 - uneducated      165 
PESTILENCE 
 - devil’s p.       53 
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PERTAINS 
 - warning that p. to moderation of ministries 285 
 - conversation that p. to this world   282 
 - duties that p. to the Confessor   296 
 - p. to the Professed      158 
 - it p. to the Superior to distribute honors  220 
PETAVIUS 
 - dogma – matter of study     53 
PETULANCE 
 - worldly to be avoided    132 
PHILOSOPHY 
 - chairs of p. & theology accepted    67 
 - matter of study      54 
 - 3 years of p.      40 
PIETY/ PIOUS 
 - p. affections of the will    197 
 - capacity of intelligence & p.     7 
 - of clerics to be promoted    164 
 - balance between p. & study    66 
 - merchandising among religious   226 
 - p. exercises      286 
 - practices of p. in 2nd Probation    42 
 - required in school texts    174 
PILGRIMS [cf. HOSPITALITY] 
 - welcome  in our houses    244 
PLACE 
 - assigned for the student    126 
 -  charity is shown in due p.   220 
 - confreres of the same p.    257 
 - local customs in receiving friends  246 
 - of Novitiate      153 
 - of common table     230 
 -  recreation    250 
 - of the MISSIONS depends on Bishops   2 

 - of honor in school     181 
 - erudition on the p. wherever one goes   54 
 - ‘in p. of’ ‘      209 
 - opportunity of time and p.     37 
 - guests coming from some p.   243 
 - permanence of guests    244 
 - wherever one is lacking    309 
 - due regard to p.     131 
 - separate p. for Novitiate     32 39 
 - one in many p.     266 
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PLEASING 
 - to God that we care for the soul   283 
 - spiritual pleasure n discourses   256 
 - spiritual medicine     239 
 - perfume of interior wisdom   256 
 - school most p. to God    166 
 - most p. suspension    255 
 - visits  p. to God     276 
PONDER 
 - do not p.  reason for a command  150 
POPE 
 - Boniface      201 
 - Innocent III      237 
 - Sixtus V       29 
 - papal decrees      53 
PORTER 
 - subject to Economus     80 
 - office of Brothers      79 
POSITION 
 -  not to be contested    189 
POSSESS 
 - ecclesiastical books, excluded   174 
 - private of food, drink     97, f. 
POSSIBILITY 
 - of harmony to be furthered    198 
 - contrasts avoided     197 
 - of recreation in the same place   280 
 - of  school      166 
 - of study the catechism by heart    51 
 - denied to nature, p. for charity   266 
 - denied for collecting alms    297 
 - p. manifestation to superior   284 
POSTULANT 
 - admitted with examen     28 
 - probation       30 
 - knowledge required     31 
POVERTY 
 - aid to charity [St. Basil]    226 
 - characteristic of religious    226 
 - respects community     90 
 - a call       292 
 - confessions of the p.    183 
 - décor & p.      134 
 - of Spirit       225 
 - in furnishings, food    43 137 
 - favors charity     225, f. 
 - prone to generosity towards guests  247, f. 
 - hospitality      244 247,f. 
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 - permits the use of objects   133 
 - perfume of p.     134 137 
 - religious       48 
 - saved in  academic degrees    68 
 - Stigmatine virtue       6 
 - vow       90 104 
  - characteristic of all religious  226 
  - excludes all alms received   93 
  - excludes stipends    92 102 
 - limits  & conditions      90 
 - respects the community     90 95 
 - of each one       96 104 
 - seeks dependence    103 
 - detachment of heart    96 
 - seeks what is worse    104 
 - seeks all in common 94 95 97  98 99 101 
PRACTICE 
 - pf speaking & keeping silence   255 
 - of mercy and humility towards guests  247 
 - of piety impeded by apostolate   284/2 
 - and experience teach    197 
PRAISE 
 - of God among early Christians   189 
 - of good customs, habits in Chapter  300  
 - of saints in scripture    131 
PRAYER 
 - two purposes of p..    173 
 - helps chastity     110 
 - in Novitiate        32 
 - frequent      110 
 - for fruit of Confessions, MISSSIONS  162  
 - fire of charity increased    222 
 - to be accustomed to  p. for grace  173 
 - before lessons     173 
 - for divine instruction    173 
 - prayer on visiting the sick    292 
 - increases charity     292 
 - requests graces of God    173 
 - frequent p. for chastity    110 
 - necessary for study     65 127 173 
 - daily practices      47 
 - preferred to study     127 
 - spirit of p.      173 
 - impeded by apostolate??    284/2 
 - fruit of PREACHING MISSION implored 162 

 - public p. aat the beginning of class  173 
 - form students in the spirit of p.   173 
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PREACHING, privileged Stigmatine Apostolate 
 - assisted by personal contact   278 
 - excites to fervor      47 
 - tiring       217 
 - fruit implored     162 
 - general, easily forgotten!!    278 
 - instructions      163/1 & 3 
 - ministry of P.    38 72 163 182 
 - necessary for eternal life    182 278 
 - offences to avoid     200 
 - honorable      217 
 - public, useful     163/1 182 
 - private        47 
 - rule for preachers     310 
 - study & p., central duties     45 
 - useful       182 
 - various types     163 
PRECEPT 
 - to seek counsel     299 
 - of charity 
 - of the Church, not to be contradicted  141 
 - of common recreation    251 
 - of action during Novitiate     32 
 - of what is not sinful    150 
 - of Christ to observe    166 
 - to pass to 1st Class     89 
 - of penances     156 
 - of Pythagoras     255 
 - of St. Paul      121/12 
 - human p. to observe     48 
 - expressed      142 
 - faculty of giving P.     139 
 - in virtue of obedience    138 
 - intention to observe p.    146 
 - prudent of St. Augustine    239 
 - simple p. of superior not binding under sin 138 
 - comes from God     149 
PRECIPICE 
 -monk on p. of ruin     151 
PREFERENCE 
 - for the good of religion over the individual 285 
 - knowledge never over discipline, piety, etc. 127 
PRIDE 
 - contrasted with humility    188 
 - generates superiority, haughtiness  200 
 - manifested by imperviousness   195 
 - justifiable in others’ charity   233 
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PRIEST 
 - helped by Brothers     78 
 - assists at bed-side of the sick   294 
 - counsels, exhorts     280 
 -  merits double honor    217 
 - moribund, deceased     46 
 - means of salvation     161 
 - Profession  reserved for P.   158 
 - tires preaching, teaching    217 
 - abstains from worldly duties   273 
 - superior       217 
 - priestly office      69 
PRIESTHOOD 
 - dispositions to perfection    161 
 - promotion to P.      38 69 71 
 - required of principal ministries   158 
PRINCIPLE 
 - created beginning & end     51 
 - two p. To keep in mind    288 
PRIVATE 
 - public & p. offenses to avoid   193 
 - p. possession of food & drink    97, f. 
 - repetition in private of principles    40 
 - worth and reward     216 
PROBABILITY  
 - doubt regarding p. impediment   144 
PROBATION/ FORMATION/ TRAINING 
 - good in  virtue for Novices    38 
 - duty of Congregation    185 
 - of candidates, its finality     27 31 
 - of the Postulant’s spirit     30 
 - in ministry       41 
 - great in life, habits, affections   159 
 - sufficient for passage to 1st class   89 
 - three kinds       31 
 - people much tried     114 
 - precedes simple vows     86 
 - 1st  in secular clothing     29 
 - 2nd of candidates      40 46 
 - separation      153 156 
 - instructor      154 
 - place       153 156 
 - put off       157 
PROBITY 
 - of habits conserved by students    65 
PROCESSION 
 - contrasts that proceed from the will  199 
 - from self-love to charity    283 
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PROCURATION 
 - of civil affairs to be avoided   285 
 -  not to procure doubtful alms   297 
 - not top. Distractions    186 
 - to p. first salvation of confreres   188 262 
PROCURATOR 
 - of the house, director‘s assistant     8 
 - priest, minor official     80 
PROFESSED 
 - more important ministries reserved to P 158, ff. 
 - deliberative vote of the P.   302 
PROFESSION 
 - way of life, excludes visits   282 
 - reserved to regime of Congregation  158 
 - contributions regarding P.   158 160 
 - traits required     159 
 - Grade       158 
 - reserved to Priests    158 
 - Superior chooses P.    160 
 - treatment of P. guests    245 
 - offices of the P.     185 
PROFUNDITY 
 - words from the depths of one’s heart  210 
PROGRAM 
 - not to be inquisitive about superior’s p.  299 
 - Stigmatine p. subject to grace   185 
 - subject  to Bishop   185 
PROGRESS: Spiritual, Intellectual, Apostolic, Juridical 

In General 
 - of the work willed by God    185 
 - of friendship     251 
 - of moral goodness in the young   168 
 - of faith among heretics    286 
 -  of God’s glory     259 
 - of virtues & gifts of the H. Sp.   223 
 - desired, to be developed, of charity  260 
 - of charity towards God, neighbor  221 223 283 
 - increases through order  216 218 220 262 283 

Spiritual: 1st means      47 49 

 - increases through meditation   223 

 - diligent care in spiritual p.    48 263 

 - inclinations depend on programs  221 

 - spiritual P.       47 

 - of theological virtues     48 

 - spiritual P.      221 
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 - 1st Means for Congregation     6 

 - in the love of God    283 

 - increases fraternal charity   221 

 - cared for by confreres    262 

 - favored by denunciation   313 

 - impeded  by excessive apostolates  284 

 - not lessened by demands of study   77 

 - regulates inclinations    221 

 - greater holiness demands greater love 218 

 - little p. of youth     179 

Intellectual  2nd Means     89 

 - in learning       49, f. 
 - in study      40 
 - literary progress for teachers   175 
 - in study: 
  - literary      40 
  - in theology     41 
 - specialization in studies    56 58 

  Apostolic        69 - 76  

 - discourse to increase charity   265 
 - teachers concerned with progress  175 
 - in the Apostolate     255 
 - of Novices       34 
 - diligent, mutual solicitude for p. 48 233 262 263 265 
 - progress to be encouraged   175 
 - exhortations     163/2 171 265 

Juridicial 

 - levels of membership    158, ff. 
 - graviora  [ cf. END; MINISTRIES]  158 185 262 

PROHIBITION 
 - actions p. to religious    288 
 - of relationships with friends &  family  153 
 - theoretical & practical    197 
PROMISE 
 - of emendation & repentance of the sick  293 
 - of passage to 1st Class     89 
 - requires superior’s permission   289 
PROMOTION 
 - to sacred orders      71 
 - to the perfect OBSEQUIUM  of the Professed   7 
 -  to priesthood      33 69 71 
 - of Confreres      69 
 - of non-missionaries      77, ff. 
 - of study       59 68 
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PROMPTNESS 
 - to laughter, avoided    121/2 
 - of ending arguments    205 
 - to show oneself ready    186 
PROPER 
 - to a Grade p. to each    307 
 - to seek one’s own good    262 283 
PROPERTY 
 - not taken away by simple vows    88 
 - direct, regarding apostolate   288 
 - limits to vows      88 90 
 - spirit of ownership forbidden    96 101 103 
PROINQUITY/CLOSENESS 
 - family ties of no account    218 
PROPORTION 
 - to be respected in similar cases   288 
 - in p. to possibilities, dangers   295 
 - in handling necessities    232 
 - between the end & ministries   262 
PROPOSAL 
 - not to be contested    199 
 - notions to be avoided    124 
PROPOSITION 
 - of differing views     202 
 - reasons for the visits according to St. Paul 282 
 - propose more than can be handled  196 
PROVERBS 
 - honor promotes art    181 
PROVOCATION 
 - of desire for solitude    254 
PROVIDENCE 
 - of St. Pachomius for the infirm   239 
PRUDENCE 
 - of councilors of superior    299 
 - of Admonitor     305 
 - of Superior       77 
 - in judging liceity of works    288 
 - does not require relaxation   253 
 - for whoever visits others    276 
 - in contacts with women    114 281 
 - proof in  2nd Probation     42 
 - to speak with p., profit    255 
 - p. suggestions of St. Augustine   239 
   Ä  Few Maxims of Fr. Bertoni      
 - attention to indiscreet fervor   84 
 - seek counsel      84 51 
 - reflect       84 
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PUBERTY 
 - before entrance       9 
PUBLIC  
 - offenses & private, avoided  193 200 
 - prayer at beginning of class  173 
PUNCH 
 - a cleric, impediment    15 
PURIFICATION 
 - of defects, vices     48 
 - effect of illness    293 
 - Isaiah purified    186 
 - required of sacred ministers   65 
PURITY 
 -  of conscience seat of wisdom  168 
 - of mind for sacred study    65 
 -  motives, purely human   282 
 - on motion     129 
 - ever purer obedience   301 
PURPOSE 
 - of the Brothers     64 
 - of just repose    253, f. 
 - of chastity     105 
PUSILANIMOUS 
 - displeasing to the p.   231 
PYTHAGORAS 
 - teaches silence    235 

 

+ 
++ 
+ 
 

QUADRIENNIAL 
 - of theological studies    40 
QUALITY 
 - of the individual to punish   178 
 - of each individual to be remembered 243 
 - of studies      60 
 - and the Grade of the Stigmatines   7 
 - scrutiny of the q. of candidates   28 
 - for admission     25 
QUESTION 
 - no q. about seminary professorships  67 
 - of St. Basil     276 
 - proposals in Chapter   300 

+ 
+++ 

+ 
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READING 
 - of Ac [cf. EARLY CHURCH]  189 273 
 -  of the life of St. Antony   274 
 - of good, purged books   174 
 - furtive, reproved    126 
 - spiritual, 20 minutes after  dinner  47 
 - and study     127 
RECALL 
 - a Rule from the Fathers   151 
 - its advantages    253 
RECEPTION 
 - cordial of guests    253 240 
 - of the lowly, the fervent   225 
 - of fraternal correction   264 
RECOGNITION 
 - of particular friendship   218 
 - of God in neighbor    228 
 - of private vows     83 
 - treatment at table    248 
RECOMMENDATION 
 - catechism and oratory, r.   182 
 - cloister r. by Fathers   269 
 - vibrant rule of St. Basil   210 235 248 
RECOMPENSE [cf. GRATIS  ] 
 - only in heaven!    102 
RECONCILIAITON 
 - mutual  & cordial    191 
 - needs to be  r.    191 
RECREATION 
 - common     250 256 
 - customary, just repose   132 
 - decorous, honest    128 
 - in 1 place,  for 1 hour, or half h.  250 
 - norms to follow    132 
 - necessary for  study    59 
 - daily, after dinner & supper  250 
RECTITUDE 
 - of conclusions    273 
 - of works     259 
 - of order      283 
 - in dealing with others   271 
 - rightly      256 
 - through the r. of charity   283 
REFERENCE 
 - of Theodoretus    275 
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REFLECTION 
 - counseled before private vows   84 
 - on scholastic explanations  176 
 - of one’s own sins    293 
REFURBISHED 
 - guests supplied with food, clothing 244 
REGARDING 
 - Go, neighbor, self    283 
REGIME 
 - of the Congregation   298=314 
 - absolute     298 301 306 307 
 - charges Institute      8 304 
 - councilors to Superior General  298 301 306 307 
 - S.G. for life       8 
REINFORCE 
 - religious in ministries   185 
 - in crises     234 
 - not exaggerated of one’s own view 206, f. 
RELATIONSHIPS 
 - with  friends, relatives – excluded in 3rd Probation 153 
 - in the Constitutions   290 
 - of St. Jerome on the monks of Egypt 237 
RELAXATION  
 - of tired guests    248 
 - and dissipation    256 
 - joy in honest r.    254 
 - joyfulness alleviates sadness  256 
 - the sick encouraged   293 
 - honest r. in recreation   132 
 - useful r.  when others visit  253 
RELIGION 
 - intention     282 
 - fidelity to r.     284 
RELIGIOUS 
 - to be admitted     28 
 - a r. soul that becomes worldly  284/3 
 - SPOUSE of Jesus Christ  109 
 - activities prohibited   285 288 
 - good discourses of a religious  255 279 
 - r. cleric       49 
 - collaborator      86 
 - seeks the last place   220 
 - compared to clerics   288 
 - spiritual son of superior   263 301 
 - brothers in spirit 197 208 234 237 243 247 248 253 
    262 298 303 308 311 312 
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 - ‘ours’     165 198 289 292 296 297 
 - Sodalis  111 185 187 191 192 193 208 214 221  
   243 245 250 257 262 2890 291 296 300 
   302 

 - entering       31 
 - member     233 301 
 - r. measure on rewards   180 
 - monasteries, communities of women 290 
 - not to be involved in secular affairs 270 
 - not to take oaths    206 
 - worker       56 
 - works of worship permitted  284/2 
 - observant, God-fearing, models  288 
 - Paranymphs  [cf.ESPOUSALS]  109 

 - person       56 87 185 218 
 - Professed  have to be priests  158 
 - ‘who is received’     27 
 - received       7 
 - ‘to be received’       9 19 29 
 - ‘r’      58 98 133 233 
 - servant  of God    239 
 - subject      147 
 - Temple of God    228 
 - angelic office of r.    109 
 - united to God    221 
 - r. man      77 114 133 
 - religious life of the  Apostles  272 
REMOVAL 
 - of disturbances    191 
 - of a Director    306 
RENDER 
 - an account  to the superior   47 107 
 - impediment to entrance    13 
 - charity r. inseparable, multiple  266 
 - r. secular by excessive occupation 284/3 
RENUNCIATION [cf. SELF-DENIAL] 
 - of just relaxation, not advised  254 
 - of payment for trip, residence in mission 184 
 - of property      90 
 - is costly, but advantageous  254 
REPETITION 
 - of sessions     176 
REPORT 
 - of a counsel of St. Ambrose  256 
 - rule r. by Smaragdus   308 
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REPOSE 
 - on the study of catechism    51 
 - disturbed in recreation   132 
REPROVE 
 - spirit of command    195 
 
REPUGNANCE 
 - to peace     197 
 - obedience r. to nature   145 
 - r. theories  of Church doctrine  198 
REPUTATION 
 - good r. necessary for admission   14 
 - dissents lessen r.    197 
REQUEST 
 - help r. in need    247 
 - charity r. company, conversation 219 
 - r. of superior for God’s glory  304 
 - of counsels for testaments  296 
 - of penances     44 
 - not to r. reasons for an order  150 
 - time r. by necessity   294 
 - humble and not exasperating  196 
RESERVE 
 - decision r. to superior   204 
RESIDENCE 
 - immunity from r. required     4 
 - not directly sought    185 
 - for ministry not demanded  184 
RESPONSE 
 - of St. Basil     276 
 - prudence in r. to visitors   276 
RESTITUTION 
 - suggested to the dying   295 
RETURN 
 - home      107 132 
 - to the sick     293 
 - to the study of catechism    51 
 - of the fugitive religious   308 
REUNION 
 - of monks at table    252 
 - of those in training in 1 house  154 
 - of 1 place for recreation   250 
ROBERT BELLARMINE,SJ, St., Doctor of the Church 
 - his Cathecism, learned by memory   51 
 - his Controversies  likewise!   53 
ROME 
 - contemporary presence, bi-location with Persia 266 
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ROOM 
 - not to be locked     99 
 - not to keep food     97 
 - do not enter another’s r.   116 
 - sick room     292, f. 
 
 
ROSARY 
 - suffrages: entire for deceased confreres, 46 
 - 1 decade for the sick    46 
RUDIMENTS 
 - of faith,  customs explained  182 
RULE 
   Others: 
 - OSA      131 205 
 - St. Basil     204 
 - OSB      121 233 
 - OP      310 311 
 - OFM      312 
 - SJ      224 313 314 
 - St. Jerome     240 
 - St. Pachomius    237 
   Content 
 - particular friendship, always contrary 220 
 - regarding penances    43 44 
 - reported by Smaragdus   308 
 - to judge works of the apostolate  284/2 
 - works of worship requested by r. 288/ 2 
RUPTURE 
 - of charity, by particular friendships 209 
 - in clothing, to be remedied  137 
RUSTIC  [Un-lettered] 

 - education of the r., special Stigmatine Apostolate 37 72 165 182 
 

+ 
+++ 

+
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SACRAMENT 
 - administration: Stigmatine ministry 162 183 
 - frequent participation   118 163/2 183 
 - last S.       46 
SADNESS 
 - to be avoided by the sick   237 
 - humor to arouse from s.   256 
 - not to be s. over lesser needs  233 
SAINTS 
 - worshippers of beauty   131 
 - imitation necessary to understand them  65 
 - praised by the H. Sp.   131 
SALE 
 - of their own products by monks  287 
SALT 
 - with Gospel in discourses   256 276 
SALVATION 
 - of Confreres: 1st Stigmatine ministry 262 
 - end of the apostolate   267 273 
 - end of the Congregation   262 
SANCTITY [cf. HOLY] 
 - décor of s. to be respected  131 
 - greater requires greater love  218 
SATISFACTION 
 - of all, purpose of knowledge   50 
 - due among confreres   191 
SCANDAL 
 - of public offenses    200 
 - leads to evil, hatred   201 
SCHISM 
 - impediment      15 
 - danger of s. in religion   301 
SCHISM 
 - impediment      15 
 - danger of s. in religion   301 
SCHOOL 
 - first Stigmatine Apostolate  166 
 - those who enter after s.    41 
 - punishments    178 
 - after s., other lessons   176 
 - monthly confessions of students  168 
 - weekly exhortations   171. f. 
 - expulsion of the incorrigible  179 
 - tiring      217 
 - formation in the spirit of prayer  173 
 - until 25 years of age    70 
 - has moral purpose    167 
 - those ungrateful to God   166 
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 - teaching catechism   170 
 - during Mass    169 
 - method & order    176 
 - opening prayer    173 
 - rewards      180, f. 
 - preparation for lessons   176 
 - prohibition of outside books  174 
 - qualities of teachers   175 
 - cautions regarding  texts   174 176 177 
SCRIPTURE 
 - praises the saints    131 
 - studied also in Commentaries   52 58 
SCRUTINY 
 - two-fold for candidates     28 
SCURRILITY 
 - to be avoided    256 
SEAT 
 - pure conscience, s.  of wisdom  168 
SECOND 
 - ‘in s. place’     146 219 254 
SECRET 
 - desired solitude    254 
 - s. denunciation    312 
 - s. information to superior   11 
SECRETARY [SCRIBE] 
 - subject to Procurator    80 
 - office of Brothers     79 
SECULAR 
 - religious who becomes s.   284/3 
 - community of s.    290 
 - contact avoided    267, f. 
 - in s. clothes among heretics  286 
 - dealing with s. matters   282 
 - s. drawn into  conversation  279 
 - s. more animal    279 
SECURITY 
 - in the ways of the Lord   185 
 - fruit of humility    200 
 - s. way to fraternal union   272 
SEED 
 - of contrasts for practical things  201 
SEDITION 
 - effect of particular friendships  208 
SEEM 
 - decisions that s. useful   303 
 - inconveniences that s. grave  301 
 - ministries that s. dangerous  185 
 - motives that s. justified   282 
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 - relaxation that s. opportune  253 
SEGREGATION 
 - of a  particular friendship   213 
SELF-DENIAL [cf. RENUNCIATION] 
 -  of natural inclinations, perfection  48 
 - in accepting what is useful  104 
 - perfect in judgment: will & obed.  141 
 - practice of the faith   188 
SELF-SEEKING 
 - to be avoided    134 
SEMESTER 
 - exams for novices     34 
 - reading of Law each s. in Novitiate  33 
SEMINARY 
 - privileged Stigmatine apostolate 164 
 - chairs of teaching in s. accepted   67 
SENSE 
 - good s. needed in judging  288 
 - common     288 
 - custody of s. , modesty   119 
 - efficiency for wills    293 
 - inclination of s.     48 
 - moderation of s.    128 
SENTIMENT 
 - evil, to be avoided    193 
SEPARATION 
 - correspondence with those far away 260 
 - from community, one who does not belong 308 
 -  of Novitiate      32 
 - from matters during 3rd Probation 153 156 
 - of one who is a source of discord 192 
 - of 2 or 3 from community   208 
 - initial  for candidates    30 
SERIES 
 - pf disciplines     51 
SERIOIUS 
 - décor and honest in s. matters  128 
SERVANT 
 - of God, def. of religious   239 
 - s., true meaning of OBSEQUIUM   1 
 - all are s, in religion    195 
SERVICE  
 - of the sick     236 240 
 - of Infirmarian    241 
 - of the Church, purpose of study 57  59 62 125 
 - of God, in priestly candidates   26 
 -  Brothers    78 
 -   religious    77 
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 - of the Church, End of Congre.     1 3 185 
 - ostentation      136 
 - Brothers for temporal s.   64 78 
 - one table for servants, served  230 
 - qualities of one offering temporal s.  25 
SHAME 
 - in always dominating disputes  200 
SHEEP 
 - contagious to be segregated  213 
SHOUT 
 - don’t s., speaking    120/2 
SHOW [cf. DEMONSTRATION] 
 - oneself to be ready   186 
SIGHT [cf. WITNESS] 
 - offenses of the s. to be avoided  131 
 - possibility to s. during confession 108 
SIGN 
 - of particular friendship   219 
 - of benevolence toward priests  243 246 247 
 - murmuring to be avoided   194 
 - of honor in school    181 
SILENCE 
 - destroys friendship   251 
 - Imposed by Pythagoras   255 
 - obey in s.     150 
 - excellent s.     255 
 - s. until  questioned , 4th degree  121/4 
SIMILITUDE 
 - family      301 
 - like an infected sheep   213 
 - cause of love    227 
 - doctrine of s., like St. Ambrose  256 
 - s. expressions for obedience  138 
 - s. matters prohibited   285 
 - s. scope  to apostolate   286 
 -  early Church and ancient monks 252 
 - s. virtue favors charity   225 
SIMPLICITY 
 - of heart in Brothers    78 
 - in eating     189 
SIN 
 - habitual, renders one less suitable  21 
 - danger      288 
 - agreement in what is not sinful  150 
 - to be corrected    311 
 - expiated with alms    293 
 - cooperation  in s. of another  309 
 - remission of s.    138 
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 - remission of s.    293 
 - reflection on s., for the ill   293 
SINNER 
 - similar is one who does not denounce 309 
SINGULARITY 
 - s. friendship; avoided   115 217 
 - avoided, 5th grade of humility  121/5 
 - in food, avoided    230,f. 
 - s. ornament of virtue   223 
SINISTER 
 - sentiments to be avoided   193 
SIXTUS VTH, Pope 
 - papal bull on 1st Probation   29 
SLEEP 
 - examen on awaking from s.   47 
 - sufficient s. for students    62 
SLOWNESS 
 - in obedience, avoided   143 
SMALL 
 - dissent between great & s.  201 
 - let the little ones come to J.C.  166 
 - s. number in probation   153 
SMARAGDUS 
 - on denunciation    308 309 
SOCIUS/ COMPANION 
 - report on his conduct   107 
SOFTNESS [cf. AFFECTIVITY] 
 - in gestures, words, reproved  130 
SOLICITUDE 
 - of teachers for students   170 175 
 - of one who studies     59 62 
 - for harmony     198 
 - to take away pain    215 
 - to flee disputes    203 
 - to learn to assist the dying  291   
 - to obey perfectly    139 142 149 
 - for harmonious views   198 
 - for reconciliation    191 
 - to develop fraternal charity  260 265 
 - diligent, mutual s. progress 48 233 262 262 265 
 - excessive s.   for temporalities  288 
 - for sacraments    118 
 - greatest s. to avoid offending charity 190 193 
 - in following rule of Fathers  151 
 - in loving God    252 
 - in learning     123 
 - to infused discourses on spirituality 256 
 - for catechetical instruction  170 
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 -  for one’s own conscience, and others’ 283 
 - for the Spiritual Exercises    35 
 - for those of the same house  188 
 - for objects of use    135 
SOLIDITY 
 - s. doctrine of the Church   198 
 - s. way of acquiring charity  222 
SOLITUDE 
 - abandoned by St. Antony   274 275 
 -       ancient monks  274 
 - avidly desired    254 
SOLUTION 
 - of moral cases     50 
SON 
 - the Stigmatine     30 263 
SOUL 
 - alienated by spirit of command  195 
 - bitterness in disputes   202 
 - communion     226 
 - counsels     296 
 - conversion, END OF THE CONG. 255 
 - perpetual care of s.  forbidden    4 290 
 - proposals for    210 
 - encouragement for the ailing  293 
 - division by contrasts   198 
 - s’s purpose achieved in detachment 267 
 - force in 2nd class      7 
 - fruit, purpose of study    65 
 - gravity to be guarded   256 
 - greater love for greater benefit  218 
 - ailing to be assisted   234 
 - much mercy    309 
 - enemy of s.      65 
 - purity      231 
 - weak are offended    284/3 
 - salvation of s., END OF CONG. 262 
 - purpose of apostolate   273 
 - health      109 
 - secret sentiments    193 
 - SPOUSE of CHRIST   228 
 - offended     200 
 - Temple of God    228 
 - tends to excellence   120  
 - union is wonderful    229 
 - favored by external harmony   229 
 -   common life   227 
 - harmony results in correspondence 260 
 - unity in all     230 251 
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 - early believers    189 226 
 - vices are impediment    18 
SOZIMENO 
 - speaks of St. Antony   274 275 
SPECIAL  
 - elements of common life   227 
SPECIALIZATION      56 58 
SPIRIT [cf. HOLY S.] 
 - of vocation     187 
 - of dominion     195 
 - one s. for all    229 
 - people of 1 spirit    228 
SPIRITUAL EXERCISES 
 - entire  in Novitiate     35 
 - 8 to 10 days each year    47 
 - privileged Stigmatine ministry  73 163/4 182 
SPIRITUAL 
 - actions, meditation and penance  31 
 - s. consolations of penitents  277 
 - s. harm of too much ministry  284 
 - s. discourses    256 279 
 - s. formation     155 
 - s. fruit of ministries    285 
 - s. flavor in discourses   156 
 - joy in others’ s. goods   223 
 - s. joy in obedience    148 
 - s. probation of postulants    30 
 - more animal than s.   279 
 - s. of community    307 
 - days established for explanations 155 
 - a more s. Grade     89 
STAND 
 - works that do not s.   185 
STATE 
 - most absolute of rel. s.   301 
 - actions alien to rel. s.   288 
 - actions consentaneous to rel. s.  282 285 288 
 - conditions of adaptation   282 
 - rel. s. not opposed to dealing with others 273 
 - disguises harmonious with its apost. 286 
STIPEND 
 - for ministries excluded [GRATIS ]   3 92 
STRENGTH 
 - for chastity     109 
 -  persevering to the end   254 
STRICTNESS 
 - of discipline, for murmurers  194 
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STRUGGLE 
 - for proficiency in study   125 
STUDENTS 
 - incapacitated      77 
STUDY [cf. MATTER; QUALITIES; GOALS] 
 - exclusion from  other ministries   63 
 - excellence in Stigmatines    58 
 - excessive piety damages s.   66 
 - fatigue to be supported   125 
 - to be regulated     59 62 
 - fervor encouraged    152 180 
 - apostolic fruit, its goal    65 
 - joy, injury to health in study   59 
 - and God’s glory     65 125 
 - illumination of mind    50 
 - imitation of saints, S. Scripture   65 
 - impediment to continuing s.   77 
 - suspension     127 
 - s. left under obedience   127 
 - s. & spiritual reading   127 
 - struggle for proficiency   125 
 - not preferred over prayer   127 
 -  illumination of mind, its scope   50 
 - method recommended   176 
 -  means to profit by s.   175 
 -   promote s.    59 68 
 - advantage of just means in s.   62 
 - assigned     126 
 - negligence avoided   125 
 - obedience & s.    126 
 - study on the sly    126 
 - impediment      63 
 - horarium to be observed   126 
 - prayer necessary for s.    65 127 173 
 - maintain order in s.   127 176 
 - perfection In literary s.   40 
 -    ecclesiastical s.  41 
 - perseverance     62 125 
 - balance between s. & piety   66 
 -  s. & preaching, central duties   45 
 - repetition of s. in private     40 
 - s. & probity of customs    65 
 - purity of mind for sacred s.   65 
 - quality       60 
 - need of recreation     59 
 - s. of catechism, privileged matter  51 
 - success       71 
 - care of health     59 62 
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 - service of Church, its purpose   57  59 62 125 
 - s. & sufficient sleep    62 
 - s. and solitude     59 62 
 - immediate suspension   127 
 - specialization     56 58 
 - danger of lessening in fervor   152 
 - with alacrity     125 
 - apostolate of students   280 
 - well furnished Library    60 
 - 2 years of languages, letters   40 
 - 2 more years after ordination  126 
 - prescriptions of circumstances  126 
 - completion of novitiate s.    38 
 - constant     125 
 - conserve proven habits    65 
 - care and treatment of students   59 
 - clerics to promote s. [Stig. Mission] 164 
 - more necessary matters    72 125 
 - diligent       54 
 - disposed to interrupt   127 
 - distribution of s.     56 58 
 - duty       60 
 - s. & preaching     45 
 - exhortation to prayer    65 
 - tiring       59 62 125 
 - fervor, excited by rewards  180 
 - purpose: apostolic, apologetic   50 
 -   glory of God, service of Church 58 59 
 - furtive, reproved    126 
 - joy       59 
 - impediments removed  63  66 72 125 
 - impeded by excessive piety   66 
 -     negligence   125 
 - individual & collective    56 
 - intense      123 125 
 - right intention     65 173 
 - interrupted      77 
 - books for each student    61 
 - place assigned    126 
 - means to promote s.    59 68 `75 
 - ministries prohibited    63 
 - moderation       62 
 - assigned manner    126 
 - necessity      40 49 
 - equality of s.     66 
 - schedule     126 
 - ordered      127 176 
 - personal, until after 30    71 72 
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 - principal: theological, scriptural   58 
 - private, after school    40 176 
 - promotion of students   152 
 - progress encouraged   175 
 - requires grace    173 
 - 4 years of theology    40 
 - sacred s,:  piety, purity of intention  65 
 - according to obedience   126 
 - special for each one    57 
 - students in solemn vows    89 
 -    assisted by Brothers   64 
 - s. and chastity    122 
 - s. opposed to curiosity   122 
 - harmful for health     62 
 - 3rd Probation after s.   152 
 - 3 years of Philosophy    40 
STUPIDITY 
 - and wisdom     124 150 
SUBJECT 
 - and obedience    141 150 
SUBSTITUTION 
 - offered by the Superior General  307 
SUCCESS 
 - in personal studies     71 
SUCCESSION 
 - cause of acquisition of earthly goods  88 
 - daily s. of work, relaxation  253 
SUFFERING [ cf. DOLOR]  
SUFFICIENCY 
 - contrasted with super-abundance 135 
 - ability in teachers    175 
 - of strength, ability in 2nd Class    7 
 - number in training    154 
 - for 1st Class      89 
 - sleep for students     62 
 - of furnishings & food    43 
SUFFRAGES 
 - prayers for our deceased    46 
SUN 
 - should not set on anyone’s anger 191 
SUPERFLUOUS 
 - excluded by poverty    91 
SUPERIOR 
   General: 
 - for life       8 
 - seeks Directors      8 306 
 - designates every office   307 
 - Praeses totius Sodalitatis     8 
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 - judges on 2nd Probation, apostolate 288 
 - supreme judge    300, f. 
 - guardian     312 
 - imposes passage to 1st Class    89 
 - indicates impediments   144 
 - interrupts study    127 
 - sends on Mission      189 
 - Admonitor     304 
 - major      150 
 - Prelate     8 139 310 311 
 - Antistitis         299 
 - judges son Profession     160 
 - authority tempered by Council  301 
 - head on whom all depend  301 
 - seeks counsel as he chooses  298 303 
 - Councilors     299 301 303 
 - notes progress in 2nd Probation   42 
 - creates substitutes    307 
 - gives permission for professorships  67 
 - hears denunciations   300 
 - in: OP     310 
 - OSB    310 
 - OFM    312 
 - SJ     313 314 
   Local: 
 - inferior grade    310 
 - discord & provisions   192 
 - distributes honors, dues   220 
 - assigns manual labor to each  113 
 - informed: on return home   107 
 -   on each one’s health  242 
 -    on each one’s situation   31 42 284 
 -   on chastity observed  111 
 - not to ask reasons for command  150 
 - not to ask for expenses   184 
 - not to judge his ideas   150 
 - not without his permission  289 
 - impetuosity to be avoided   195 
 - obey, as Christ Himself   139 149 
 - obedience as a duty   121/10 150 
 - it calls out     143 
 - Father      263 301 
 - permissions     106 289 
 - absolute power    301 
 - his orders over knowledge  127 
 - prescribes meditation   110 
 - his prudence     77 
 - receives private vows    86 
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 - regarding his office   139 
 - retain others    223 
 - priest      217 
 - suspends use of furnishings   94 
 - bound to common table   227 
   In the Community: 
 - assists in problems with chastity  111 
 - loved as Father, feared as Master 147 
 - apostolate outside obedience  284/1 
 - judgment on penances    44 112 156 
 - judge in contrasts    204 
 - decides in contrasts   190  204 
 - decides  on new acquisitions  190 
 - listen in silence    150 
 - assigns furnishings, clothing   43 
 -superiority complex, to be avoided 195 
 - authorizes contacts with women  114 
 - permits entrance into another’s room 116 
 - allows  gifts    103 
 - use of keys    99 
 - intention to carry out his will  146 
 - commands to renounce ownership  90 
 - simple commanding virtue of obed. 138 
 - Confessor      47 
 - more serious offences against charity 220 
 - confers authority    139 
 - conform intellect & will to command 140 
 - approves  new ownership    90 
 - knows the will    142  
 - letters  to the superior   258 
 - concern for the sick   241 
 -   spirituality  263 
 - balance between study & piety  66 
 - well-being of students    59 62 
 - duty to correct    196 
 - decides what is better  144 298 303 304 
SUPPER 
 - abstinence     250 
 - recreation after    250 
SUPPORT 
 - ministries that cannot be s.  284 
 - not to s. others, part. Friendships 219 
 - patient s. in illness    293 
 - a rel. not s. discipline   308 
SUPPRESSION 
 - of founded houses    302 
SUPREME 
 - care of superior     35 263 
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 - advantages of absolute regime  301 
SURIO 
 - life of St. Antony    274 
 - speaks of the Saint   275 
SUSPENSION 
 - apparent s. of our course   234 
 - of regular duties to welcome guests 253 
 - immediate s. of study   127 
SUSPICION 
 - contrary to charity    216 
 - fomented by part. Friendships  209 216 
SUSTAIN 
 - ministries that cannot be s.  284 
 - of religious in the Mission    185 
SYSTEM 
 - doctrinal of the Congregation  198 

 
 

+ 
+++ 

+
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TABLE 
 - of ancient monks    252 
 - clean and elegant    249 
TEDIUM [cf. TIREDNESS] 
 - for study, by excessive tension  125 
TEMERARITY 
 - t. contra-indications to be avoided 202 
 - to be eliminated in Mission   185 
TEMPERANCE 
 - authority t. by Council   301 
 - regarding furnishings and food   43 
TEMPLE 
 - soul, t. of God    228 
TEMPORAL 
 - t. things      225 
 - excessive care    288 
 - disdain      225 
TEMPORARY 
 - t. exercises, experiments of Novices  36 
 - t. ministries of new priests   38 
 - t. private vows     84 
TEMPTATION 
 - denounced by Superior    47 111 
 - manifested  to confessor, spiritual f. 111 
TEN-FOLD 
 - charity increases each by t., and t.=1 266 
 - harmony among t.    266 
 - t. or 15 days of  hospitality   30 
 - 8 to t. days for retreat    47 
TEPIDITY 
 - caused by excessive tension, study  65 152 253 
TERESA OF AVILA, St. – Doctoress 
 - on the development of charity  251 
TERM 
 - that reaches its t.    254 
 - 3rd Probation, after t. of studies  152 
 - quick t. to contrasts   205 
TESTAMENT 
 - good of testator in wills   296 
 - to execute, draw up – forbidden  285 
 - much in full consciousness  293 
 - not to assist in drawing up t.  294 
 - not to suggest details   295 
 - recommended to the sick   293 294 
TESTIMONY 
 - of Aristotle     251 
 - faith of Early Church    261 
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THANKSGIVING 
 - to God for the gifts of others  223 
 -  for fewer needs   233 
 - after meals   152 
THEFT 
 - restitution needed, even by sick  295 
THEODORETUS 
 - speaks of Antony    275 
THEOLOGY 
 - good knowledge in Stigmatines   50 58 
 - chairs of Philosophy & T.    67 
 - difficult to master all    56 
 - two-fold: moral, speculative, pos.  50 
 - scholastic, Thomistic    40 50 53 
THIRD 
 - ‘in the t. place’    128 149 220 
 - spiritual  reading for a t. of an hour  47 
 - t. manner of disorder in apostolate 264 
THIRTY 
 - study until t. years of age    71 
THOMAS AQUINAS, St.  Doctor of the Church  
 - uses St. Ambrose    256 
 - a counsel     256 
 - regarding gravity    256 
 - disordered apostolates   284 
 - Four Fold Modesty- cf. Part 7, Section  III  120-137 
THOUGHT 
 - in illness, t. of one’s sins   293 
THREE 
 - part friendships between 2 or t.  208 
 - 2 or t. years for study of Fathers   40 
 - 3 daily examens     47 
 - 3 kinds of Probation    31 
TIME 
 - charity shown at the right t.  220 
 - of common table    230 
 - of Profession,  depends on sup.  160 
 - of Missions,  depends on Bishops    2 
 - t. to reflect  for the sick   293 
 - diversity of t. & circumstances [cf. END] 57 
 - that t. on which eternity depends 291 
 - persevering obedience in all t.  145 
 - opportunity of t. and place to teach  37 
 - t. to deal with women   281 
 - t. lost in particular friendships  220 
 - longer t. for special  studies   57 
 - return to the sick room after a t.  293 
 - t. strictly necessary   294 
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 - speak, be silent at proper t.  255 
TIMES 
 - ‘sometimes’ - ’at times’   185 186 238 253   256   
 - ‘mot times’     269 279 
TIREDNESS [cf. TEDIUM] 
 - after traveling     248 
TITLE 
 - justifying for visits    282 
TONGUE 
 - custody, expressions of modesty 119 
TOTAL 
 - separation     256 
 - interruption of study   127 
TOUCH 
 - do not!      117 
TRAINING [cf. PROBATION] 
 -to keep silence    255 
 - catechetical of Novices    37 
 - end of Novitiate     38 
 - of the Postulant     31 
 - in 2nd Probation     42 
 - prior to entering 1st Class    82 
 - follows theory    255 
 - humble of Novices     36 
TRAITS 
 - of candidates for priesthood   26 
TRANQUILITY 
 - in one’s gait     129 
TRANSFER 
 - of Stigmatines     95 
 - of one in formation    157 
TRANSFORM 
 - tension t. into sickness   213 
TRANSPORT 
 - of mentality  to  another world  267 
 - to infirmary     240 
 - of books, excluded     95 
TREATMENT 
 - cordial, generous toward guests  244 248 
 - of one who  strives     59 
 - necessary     226 
 - proportionate to needs   249 
 - with neighbors by ancient monks 274 
TRIENNIAL 
 - term for Directors      8 
TRINITY [cf. GOD; HOLY SPIRIT; JESUS CHRIST]  
 - and charity     266 
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TRIP 
 - what was seen during t.   107 
 - guests tired from their t.   248 
 - no reimbursement in Mission  184 
TRUTH 
 - genuinely sick to be helped  238 
 - confirmed by word    206 
TWENTY 
 - minutes for spiritual reading   47 
TWENTY-FIVE 
 - school until 25     70 
TWO 
 - particular  friendship between 2, 3 208 
 - 2 years of literary subjects   40 
 - harmony between 2   266 
 - 2 conditions for apostolate of ‘good word’ 282 288 
 - purposes of prayer    173 
 - forms of disordered apostolate  284/3 
 - masters in the house     8 
 - points to keep in mind   283 
 - 2, 3 years  of further study for priests  40 
TYRANNY 
 - to be avoided in disputes   200 

 
 

+ 
+++ 

+
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UNANIMITY 
 - recommended by St. Augustine  228 
UNDERSTANDING 
 - saints are u. by imitation    65 
UNDERTAKING 
 - without permission    289 
UNION [cf. UNITY;  Part X of CF] 
[cf. PERFECTION] 
 - with God, fruit of common life  221 228 
 - of souls,  fruit of correspondence  260 
 - a duty between Fathers, Sons, Brothers 221 301 
 - in the Congregation   187 
UNITY [cf. UNION; Part X of CF]  
 - of heart & soul    189 226 227 
 - of regime in religion   301 
 - multiplicity in charity   266 
 - external u. leads to u. of souls  229 
 - in most H. Trinity    266 
UNIVERSITY 
 - degrees can be obtained    68 
UNLEARNED 
 - dissents     201 
UNWORTHINESS 
 - to confess one’s own 7th degree  121/7 
USE 
 - of objects of clothing   100 
 - common u. of food     97 98 226 
 - of goods, impeded by simple vows  88 
 - of common view    300 
 - personal u. of books, excluded   95 
USEFULNESS 
 - greater love for more u. confreres 218 
 - assignment of manual labor  113 
 - common u., of furnishings   94 
 - u. in distribution of officeds  220 
 - correspondence u. to charity  257 
 - u. of external things   224 
 - of rewards      180 
 - of prayer     173 
 - of culture for ministries    57 
 - of rel. life, in St. Basil   234 
 - of pious conversations   255 279 
 - of medicine that   is pleasant  239 
 - of young rel.     77 
 - u. of some relaxation   253, f. 
 - u. judged by Superior   298 
 - books      177 
 - maxim for absolute regime  301 
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 - u. ideas acquired with alacrity  125 
 - notions u. for edification   258 
 - honor to more u. confreres  215 
 - pious u. in dealing with others  282 
 - necessary to u. rules    33 
 - human u. of personal views  197 
USELESSNESS 
 - of notions, avoided   124 
 - of school     166 
USUAL 
 - communication in Early Church  268 
 - St. Antony left u. solitude   274 
 - u. signs of friendship towards guests 246 
 - singularity u. runs against   231 
 - u. relation at arrival of guests  253 

 
+ 

+++ 
+
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VALUE 
 - consultative     300, f. 
 - of instructor of those in training  154 
 - of candidates     26 
VARIETY 
 - of Missions in Congregation  185  
 - of opinions among Catholics doctors 198 
 - of testing in 2nd Probation    42 
VELOCITY 
 - picks up near the end   254 
VICE 
 - fraternal correction of v.   163/2 
 - impediment       8 
 - in particular friendships   208, f. 
 - born in v.     216 
 - not concealed from superior  310 
 - purged diligently     48 
 - instrument of devil    151 
VICINITY 
 - closeness through letters    59 
VIGILANCE 
 - clothing, recreation, food of students  59 
VIGOR 
 - of mind & body for a will   293 
 - Christian education of youth with v. 165 
VIRGINITY  
 - chaste v. presented to Christ  109 
VIRTUE 
 - love & cultivate v. in students  172 
 - harmony between v. & works  132 
 - a good proof of v. by Novices   34 38 
 - conciliated  with charity   223 
 - correction on v. of one’s duty  196 
 - difficulty in v., less apt    21 
 - encouragement to v. in conversation 280 
 - edifies one’s neighbor    78 
 - exhortations to increase v.  163/2 171 265 
 - fervor in v.  lessened by study??? 152 
 - infused moral, theological, religious  48 
 - inserted in place of defects, vices  48 
 - greater v. demands more love  218 
 - principles in v. of obedience  138 
 - v. deprived  of due honor   216 
VISIT 
 - with women, cautions   114 
 - to the dying     291 297 
 - with externs     276 282 
 - with one’s neighbor   276 
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 - with  externs by monks   276 
 - frequent among confreres  253 
 - fruit of excessive familiarity  269 
 - tolerated & desired   253 
VOCATION 
 - divine, required of candidates   27 30 
 - special grace of our Vocation  185 
 - ministries in harmony with v.  185 
 - purpose of our v.    187∫ 
VOICE 
 - low, reasonable, passing   121/2 
 - languid, crude    130 
VOTE 
 - deliberative in some decisions  302 
VOW 
 - emitted in Congregation    85 89 

Private: 
 - ceases with one’s leaving    83 
 - take advice      84 
 - caution of indiscreet fervor   84 
 - during training     83 

Simple: 
 - can be annulled     85, ff. 
 - limited right to property    90 
 - for non-missionaries    86 
 - perpetual      87 
 - public, after Novitiate    89 
 - takes away use, administration   88 
 - joined to passage to 1st class    89 

Solemn: 
 - reserved to Professed     85 

 
+ 

+++ 
+
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WARD-ROBE 
 - common     100 
 - keeper – Office of Brothers   79 
WARMTH 
 - in private conversation   278   
 - the fruit of preaching   278 
WATER 
 - blessed for the sick   292 
WAY 
 - to union in charity    22 
 - sure w. not to err  in way of the Lord 185 
WEAKNESS 
 - of intelligence & memory    77 
 - physical w. an impediment   17 
 - renders one less suitable    22 
 - finds help in religious life   234 
WEALTH 
 - called to a person, ailing   292 
 - computed among temporal goods 225 
WEEK 
 - w. confession     47 
 - w. domestic exhortation   171 
 - w/ instruction on Catechism  155 
 - w. lesson     170 
WEIGHT 
 - of too many ministries   284 
WILLIAM 
 - Farinario: of OFM Constitutions 312 
WILLINGLY 
 - obedience    143 147 
 - help offered unwillingly  219 
WILL 
 - confirmed to superior’s precept 140 
 - contrasts more of w. than mind 197 199 
 - decisions dependent on many w. 301 
 - of the superior carried out 142 146 
 - of God achieved    18 
 - hardness, impediment   146 147 
 - qualities of w. in  obedience 141 
 - segregation by w. from community 208 
WILLS [ cf. TESTAMENT] 
 - counsels of w. temper authority 301 
 - true w. is not having any  150 
 - do not be obstinate before the w. 207 
 - the views of the w. on charity 216 
 - perfume of spiritual w.  256 
 - together with stupidity  124 150 
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WITNESSED [cf. SIGHT] 
 - ancient monks report on theirs 252 
 - denunciation of w.   107 309 310 313 
 - w. of virtue of soul   218 233 
WOMAN 
 - perpetual care, forbidden  290 
 - monasteries & communities   4 290 
WONDER 
 - now.     230 
WORD 
 - of God, END of Cong.  163 
 - good use of w. needed   26 
 - learn to speak & be silent  255 
 - continued beyond measure 206, f. 
 - of ancient monks   252 
 - of saints, imitated    65 
 - delicate with the ill   293 
 - moderate in disputes  202 
 - of Christ, the Lord   187 
 - St. John Chrysostom  230 
 - few, passing,  reasonable  121/2 
 - fraternal, cordial – St. Basil 210 
 - not a w. in murmuring  193, f. 
 - do not  be obstinate with elders 207 
 - speak affectedly – reproved 130 
 - joking in recreation  132 
WORK 
 - harmony of virtue and good w. 132 256 
 - good w. communicated  259 
 -  fruit of confession 277 
 - grace   259 
 - of benevolence toward guests 243 
 - of cult, blessed   284/2 
 - of humility    247 
WORLD 
 - w. love to deny    48 
 - quocumque: anywhere in w.   5 
 - live as in another w.  267 
WORSE 
 - thasn an infidel is one without love 188 
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WORTHY 
 - precepts w. of respect  217 
WRITING 
 - ‘it is w.’     283 
WRONG 
 - w. of confreres, compassion 215 
 - not w. to show one’s readiness 186 
 -   visit externs  282 

 
+ 

+++ 
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YEAR 
 - 2 for humanities    40 
 - 2, or 3 for patristics   40 
 - retreat each y.    47 
 - 14 y. of age, minimum     9 
 - 4. y. of theology    40 
 - 3 y. of philosophy    40 
 - 30 y. of age, end of early formation  71 
 - 1 y. for 3rd Probation  152 
 - 25 y. of age, school ends   70 
YOUTH 
 - particular friendships, avoided 115 
 - trained in school   166 
 - confessions of y.    72 
 - Christian education of y. – Stigmatine Mission 165, f. 
 - youth obstinacy   203 
 

+ 
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+ 

 
ZEAL 
 - for souls, requisite!   26 
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[Index utilissimus est ad certius, citius, communius intelligendam 

specialem Gratiam doni Fundatoris] 

 


